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SUMMAEY 
Nonlinear axial-mode combustion instability remains a serious 
problem in the development of solid propellant rocket motors. Although 
the use of metal-loaded solid propellants which produce solid particles 
in the flow has reduced the occurrence of high frequency instabilities, 
it has not eliminated the axial-mode intermediate frequency (100 - 1000 
Hz.) problem. If such an instability reaches a large amplitude limit 
cycle, it may lead to an increase in mean Chamber pressure and burning 
rate, excessive heat transfer rates, and a severe Vibration level. 
The objective of this dissertation is to investigate the complex coup-
ling between the Chamber flow conditions and the solid propellant 
combustion process which may lead to large amplitude longitudinal 
instabilities. 
This is accomplished by obtaining numerical Solutions to the 
time-dependent conservation equations describing the one-dimensional 
two-phase flow in a solid rocket combustion Chamber and choked nozzle 
System. The Solution includes the unsteady flow in the nozzle. elimin-
ating the need for an artificial nozzle boundary condition. Permissible 
flow field Solutions include shock wave initial, disturbances as well as 
shock waves resulting from the interaction of continuous disturbances 
with the combustion process. The equations governing the time-
dependent pressure-coupled combustion process are solved simultane-
ously with the unsteady Chamber flow at a series of burning stations 
along the propellant grain, 
XV 
Predictions of the engine response to various amplitude distur-
bances indicate that: 
(1) Small amplitude pressure oscillations in the solid propellant 
flame zone can lead to large amplitude spikes in propellant burning rate. 
(2) A propellant System which operates on the lead portion of 
the combustion response curve is considerably more effective in sus-
taining large amplitude axial instabilities than one which operates on 
the lag portion of the curve. 
(3) The combustion response due to pressure coupling alone has 
the potential for driving small amplitude disturbances in the rocket 
engine into large amplitude axial instabilities. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
General Introduction and Perspective 
The full-thrust operating characteristics of solid propellant 
rocket motors are never completely time-independent. The Performance 
of the system is acceptable with a certain amount of rough combustion, 
defined as small amplitude unorganized flow field oscillations. On 
occasion5 larger amplitude organized disturbances appear in the com-
bustion Chamber and nozzle flow field during the ignition transient 
or after full-thrust has been obtained. If such an instability reaches 
a large amplitude limit cycle, it may lead to an increase in mean Chamber 
pressure and burning rate, excessive heat transfer rates, and a severe 
Vibration level. The occurrence of any one of these may resuit in 
malfunction or destruction of the engine. 
Organized oscillations are evidence of a positive feedback between 
the propellant combustion process and the flow field disturbance. As 
noted by Frice , a rocket motor is like a seif-excited oscillator 
where combustion is the energy source, the flow in the combustion 
cnamber and nozzle is the oscillator, and the propellant burning rate 
sensitivity to flow field disturbances is the coupling between the two. 
A combustion instability analysis seeks to describe how this interaetion 
oecurs, determine what combination of System parameters may lead to an 
unstable Situation, and suggest ways it might be counteracted. 
s 
In general, rocket motor instabilities can occur in longitudinal, 
radial, or transverse modes at frequencies which are close to the natural 
acoustic frequencies of the combustion Chamber. Many solid propellant 
rocket motors are prone to undersirable axial-mode or longitudinal 
(2) 
instabilities in an intermediate frequency ränge of 100 to 1000 Hz. 
The infrequent occurrence of high frequency modes can be attributed to 
the iiae of uivtalized propellants which produce solid particl.es in the 
gas flow. In these cases, the resultant drag between gas and particles 
and its associated energy dissipation contribute a large damping effect 
to the unsteady motion in the Chamber. However, experimental Obser-
vation and analytical considerations indicate that particulate damping 
is ineffective in Controlling axial mode intermediate frequency insta-
bilities . In certain instances, solid rocket engines have shown an 
('3) increased susceptibility to axial-mode instabilities as the metal 
content of the propellant is increased. 
Longitudinal instabilities normalLy arise spontaneoui.;Iy, pre-
sumably triggered by the presence of small amplitude unorganized distur-
bances in the combustion Chamber, or uy a momentary flow blockage due 
to a solid fragment exhausting through tne nozzle. Attempts to isolate 
Controlling parameters and establish stability trends by firing full-
scale engines become prohibitively expensive. Outside of a few reported 
cases of instability in füll-Scale engines, most experimental data 
has been gathered from laboratory tests of small-scale motors. A very 
extensive Investigation has been carried out at the Canadian 
Armament Research and Development Establishment (GARDE) to determine 
the effect of Chamber diameter, length, throat-to-port area ratio, 
3 
Initial propellant temperature and composition of the propellant. 
Similar work has been conducted at Stanford Research Institute ^ ' . 
It s?a observed In References 7 and 8 that onee a motor is 
operating in an unstable raanner, Its behavior Is Independent of the 
process which initiated the instability. Thus, except for a short 
Initiation transient, artifical triggering produced the same engine 
(7-response found In the spontaneous cases. In the above experiments 
12) 
, the ultimate test for staMlity was the response of the engine 
flow field to a Sharp "pulse" ' created by an explosive Charge 
placed at the head end of the combiistion Chamber. Several charges 
were exploded at predetermined times during the motor firing while 
the pressure-time history at the head and aft ends was recorded. 
With this technique, the results are a measure of the nonlinear sta-
bility of the motor; i.e., does a large amplitude disturbance decay 
and the flow fleld return to steady state, or does it lead to an 
increaslng mean Chamber pressure and burning rate,, and instability 
in the Chamber? In a recent study to assess the effect of propellant 
112) 
composition, Roberts and Brownlee attempted to correlate the onset 
of unstable Operation (eg«> transition pressure, transition burning 
rate) with propellant ingredients and the severity of the disturbance. 
Quoting from Reference (12): 
Clearly, it is possible to investigate a particular propellant 
system and to establish individual trends based on selected changes 
to the formulation. It is also evident that such trends cannot be 
expected to apply to propellants containing substantially different 
binder or oxidizer Systems. 
The concluding statement is: "This result serves to underline the Impor-
tance of achieving an improved understanding of the physical processes 
k 
governing longitudinal combustion instability." 
The purpose of this dissertation is to develop a theoretical 
axial-mode model of a solid propellant rocket angine with a cylindri-
eally perforated grain which can: 
(1) predict the time-dependent behavior of the combustion 
Chamber and nozzle flow field after the introduction of an arbitrary 
disturbance, i.e., simulate the experimental procedure for assessing 
nonlinear stability, and 
(2) lead to a better understanding of the complex coupling 
between the Chamber flow conditions and the propellant combustion 
process in longitudinal combustion instability. 
A theoretical description of the nonlinear behavior of axial 
instabilities will require a flow field model with certain minirnum 
capabilities. The need for a Solution to the füll unsteady conser-
vation equations for a two-phase flow is obvious. Traveling discon-
tinuities are acceptable Solutions to these nonlinear equations and 
hence must be provided for. In the previously mentioncd experiments, 
the presence of traveling shock waves, although weak (M < 1.2), is 
indicated by the pressure-tirne histories and confirmed by optical 
measurements . Since the growth or decay of disturbances in the 
combustion Chamber is often decided by a slight imbalance between the 
overall gain and loss processes of the System, the boundary conditions 
imposed upon the flow field raodel become very important. The choked 
throat of the nozzle provides the physical downstream boundary condition 
to disturbances in the Chamber. The theoretical model must account 
for this effect without imposing any restrictions on the magnitude of 
5 
the mean flow Mach number or the amplitude of the disturbance. Equally 
Important ia the Solution to the solid propellant combustion problem 
which has boundary conditions dependent on the Chamber flow properties. 
This Solution must account for the unsteadiness of the burning process 
without making assumptions about the type of disturbance in the Chamber. 
Since the combustion model is a eritical part of an analysis of 
transient behavior inside a solid propellant rocket motor, it Warrants 
further elaboration. Regretably, the combustion of solid propellants 
involves complex mechanisms which are not well understood, even in 
steady State, Changes in composition and heterogeneity have substantial 
influenae on the measured values of the steady-state suriace regression 
rate as a function of pressure. This type of effect cannot be predicted 
theoretically with current knowledge of the combustion process. However, 
the difficult theoretical problern has often been avoided. by use of an 
empirical expression of the form, 
burning rate a p'r 
or 
n , _ N 
r ~ ap (Li) 
where a is a constant and n is called the pressure index. This well-
known burning rate "law" resulted from the correlation of experimental 
steady State burning rate data and is usually applicable within a 
restricted pressure ränge. Another steady state expression, 
— = - + • /- (1.2) 
r p 1/3 
was suggested by the Granulär Diffusion Flame (G'DF) theory for 
composite propellants. The GDF model is based on a pre-mixed kinetically 
controlled reaction at low pressure (r a p) and a diffusion controlled 
1/3 
reaction involving "pockets of fuel vapor" at high pressure (r a p ). 
(17) 
With suitable values of a and b, Equation (1.2) correlates certain 
experimental data for AP - hydrocarbon binder propellants with a uni-
modal oxidizer particle distribution. For artaitrary propellants though, 
the predictive nature of both Equation (l.l) and (1.2) must be viewed 
with caution. 
II the burning propellant Is exposed to a transient flow, as in 
the present study, the use of any steady State burning rate expression 
is open to question. This difficulty can be illustrated -with a simpll-
fied description of solid propellant combustion. Consider a gaseous 
flame zone adjacent to a regressing propellant surfaee (y ~ 0) in a 
one-dimensional Situation (Figure l). The effect of heat released in 
the flame zone and at the surfaee (if surfaee reactions are present) 
is to detemiine the temperature gradient in the solid at the Interface 
y = 0. With this boundary condition, the time dependerit energy baiance 
In the unburned propellant determines the temperature at the Interface. 
The mass flow rate from the surfaee (a surfaee regression rate) i 




flame final combustion 
m y 
zone products 
y « 0 
Figure 1. Typical Solid Propellant Combustion Model 
pressure or temperature in the flame zone will not produce an instantane-
ous adjustment in surface mass flow rate. The response time (time delay) 
before a new equilibrium is achleved is related to the thermal wave 
travel time in the unburned propellant. Use of a steady state burning 
law implies a constant equilibrium between pressure and burning rate3 
which may be valid only in restrictive cases. An accurate assessment 
of whether a given disturbance in the combustion Chamber will grow or 
decay nmst include the effect of the combustion response time. 
(18-20) 
Cheng has analyzed solid propellant combustion with a 
time-lag concept inspired by Crocco's work in liquid propellant 
rocket motors. The assumption is made that the mass flow rate from the 
surface is proportional to the pressure at a previous time, i.e., 
njt) ~ [p(t ;:» (1.3) 
The time lag parameter, T, incorporates the effect of the entire com-
bustion process, but no method is given to compute its value.. This 
(2k) (25) 
problem also arises in the works of Grad and Moore and Maslen 
which are based on different definitions of a time lag. In addition to 
the fact that 'V will be strongly dependent on the propellant pro-
perties, Chamber length, type of disturbance in the Chamber, flow field 
composition and temperature, it may also change sign. More recent 
analyses of the solid propellant combustion response to smali 
amplitude periodic dlsturbances in pressure have shown that the burning 
rate can lead the pressure oscillation at low frequencies. Even if a 
straight-forward method to compute the value of "TTT was known, the 
computational difficulties associated with storing flow fields obtained 
au previous times and then interpolating in time and space to determine 
the proper variable at a retarded time would be immense. Thus, the 
time-lag concept will not be considered in the present analysis. 
A. more detailed model of the combustion process is necessary to 
circumvent the problem of an unknown time-lag parameter. The gross 
features of the process can be represented by three regions: (l) the 
cold solid region in which a thermal wave propagates into the unburned 
propellant, heating the material to the surf'ace temperature, (2) an 
interface region between the gas and solid phases (often treated as 
infinitesimal plane) in which decompcsition. pyrolysis, and other sur-
face reactions may occur, and (3) a gas-phase reaction zone (flame). 
tfs£'\ 
Many theoretical combustion modeis ^5 based on this intex-pertation 
of the combustion process, have been used to investigate the response 
of the burning propellant to small amplitude periodic pressure 
9 
disturbances. Although these modeis dlffer as to the treatment of 
detalls, they share the following simplifying assuiaptions: 
(1) a one-dimensional homogeneous solid phase 
(2) simple pyrolysis of solid to gas 
(3) no Condensed phase reactions 
(k) quasi-steady gas phase flame zone 
(of \ 
As demonstrated in the excellent review by Culick , these common 
assumptions are responsible for each analysis arriving at the same 
two-parameter form of the combustion response function., B = —•*— , as 
a function of the frequency of osclilatian of the disturbance. This 
form of the response function does predict that the surfaoe mass flow 
rate as a function of time will lead a periodic pressure disturbance 
at low frequencies and lag ab high frequencies. It also predicts a 
Single response peak or maximum at a non-zero frequency determined 
by the values of the two adjustable parameters. Qualitätively, this 
behavior corresponds to observed experimental trends, but quantitative 
(2*7) 
predictions have met with only limited success . Correlation of 
all experimental data will undoubtedly require a very sophisticated 
theoretical analysis (eg., see the next paragraph) which has yet to be 
formulated. However, the above modeis have yielded considerable in-
sight into the transient combustion response of solid propellants; hence, 
their basic assumptions will be adopted in the present study. But the 
response function derived from a linearlzed analysis which assurnes the 
existance of small amplitude periodic disturbances is not applicable 
when arbitrary disturbances can be present in the engine flow field. 
The latter Situation will require a time-dependent Solution of the 
10 
non-linear equations which follow from the eombustion model. 
The above discussion of solid propellant eombustion has ignored 
a dlfficult and important aspect of the problem. The unsteady propellant 
burr&ng rate can be sensitive to velocity fluctuations parallel to the 
surface as well as pressure fluctua-tions in the flame zone, The former 
is referred to as velocity coupling. The basis for velocity coupling 
is often attributed to a complexity assoeiated with the eombustion of 
metal-loaded solid propellants - the layer of motten metal on the pro-
pellant surface. However, this is not to imply that velocity coupling 
must be absent if a non-metalized propellant is used. Price give':; 
the following description of the eombustion of aluminized propellants: 
Because of its high boiling point, aluminum tends to accumulate on 
the burning surface in a Condensed phase, protected from ignition 
by a thin layer of aluminum oxide. The aluminum leoves the burning 
surface primarily as agglomerates in the 30 - 300 y diameter rarige 
(details depending on propellant variables). The aecumulation pro-
cess on the surface evidently involves sixxtering of individual 
particles together, probably concurrently with attainment of the 
melting point of the metal« This is followed eventually by the 
complete breakdown of the oxide "skin" on original particles and 
formation of reacting agglomorate droplets. The extent of reaction 
on the burning surface is unknown and probably dependent on ingredi-
ent and formulation variables, Ignition is often seen to oeeur 
concurrently with release from the surface, but with some propella.nts 
the luminous metal droplets remain for some time on the surface, and 
with other propellants no droplet ignition oecurs untill after Separ-
ation from the surface. 
Regardless of where ignition of aluminum oecurs. most of its 
eombustion oecurs after it leaves the propellant surface, and 
proeeeds for a considerable distance from the surface, 
Certainly, if the characteristic times for the surface aecumulation and 
the metal droplet eombustion processes are the same order of magnitude 
as the travel time of a disturbance in the eombustion Chamber, then 
these processes represent additional sources of energy transfer which 
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may not be "in-phase" with the flow field disturbance. Hence, they 
are potential driving mechanisms of combustion instability, Sirice 
particle damping is minimal for the low frequency longitudinal Chamber 
niodeŝ  it is likely that the exotherm!c metal combustion proeess and 
the interaction betweeii velocity fluctuations and the molten layei on 
the burning propellant surface contribute to driving axial oscillations 
in the engine. Recall the experimental Observation that increasing the 
percent of metal loading in the propellant composltion often aggrevates 
the longitudiiial combustion instability problem. 
Evidence to da/te indicates that velocity coupiing is insensitive 
to the direction of the velocity fluctuations in the Chamber flow field 
(29) 
N , Additionally3 its contribution to the propellant response is 
non-zero only when the magnitude of the velocity disturbance exceeds 
(2) 
a certain threshold value „ Thus, the coupiing is distinctly non-
linear. At presentj no satisfactory theoretical model of this complex 
(2 29-Sl) interaction is available. Besides the acoustic-type analyses ^ 
which treat the eff'ect of velocity coupiing? two computationai methods 
have been used to descri.be this phenornenon: (l) a correlatlon expres-
(32) 
sion ' derived originally for steady erosive burning, and (2) use 
of the two-parameter response function ' ~ derived for pressure 
(33 %h) coupiing, but modified w~"-; with a threshold velocity magnitude term. 
Without stronger theoretical and physical lustifications, the applica-
bility of these computationai methods are open to question. Therefore, 
the description of the unsteady combustion response in the present 
study will be limited to consideration of pressure coupiing only, 
recognizing that the results obtained for axial-mode instability in 
12 
a solid propellar.it rocket motor mußt be carefully interperted. 
Previous Work in Nonlinear Instability 
The observed behavior of solid rocket motors subj'ected to pulsing, 
and the fact that traveling compression wave axial instabilities can 
exist at shock strength indicate that Controlling meehanisms are 
definitely nonlinear, The need to account for nonlinear effects has 
long been recognlzed, but the Solution to the füll imsteady eonser-
vation equations presents a formidable problem. Furthermore, certain 
details of the combustion process are not well enough known to con™ 
struct a realistlc mathematical model. A's a result, most theoretical 
analyses of solid rocket instability have been basred on the linearized 
equations which govern the behavior of small amplitude disturbances, 
Then, the influence of a Single nonlinear effect is studied within the 
framework of an acoustic Chamber analysis. 
Since axial-mode instabilities involve fluetuations of the gas 
velocity parallel to the propellant surface, the possible contribution 
f29-31) 
of velocity coupling received early attention . In Reference 29> 
the combustion response due to velocity coupling Is assumed proportional 
to the magnitude of the difference oetween the mean flow velocity and 
the instantaneous velocity. This reetification effect introduces a 
nonlinearity proportional to the first Order velocity perburbation, 
whereas the nonlinearity associated wlth the pressure Is proportional 
to a squared perturbation,, Use of a linearized analysis In the Chamber 
Is justified on this basis. The possibillty of attenuation or ampll-
fication of disturbances adjacent to the burning propellant Is discussed 
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in terms of the values of the pressure-coupled response function and 
a "frequency-dependent erosion constant", both of which are unknown. 
(2) Price and Dehority have examined a similar problem but Introduced 
the fürther nonlinear effect of a threshold veloeity, i.e., the com-
bustion response is non-zero only when the stream velocity exceeds the 
threshold value (analogous to ero.dve burning). This analysis gives 
considerable insight into how velocity coupling should affect oscilla-
tions in the Chamber., but it is not letailed encoagh to predict the 
(11) 
growth of a disturbance to a limiting amplitude, etc. Culick 
looked at the stability of longitudinal oscillations with a combined 
wave equation valid in the Chamber. The nonlinear velocity coupling 
phenomenon, described in a similar manner as in Reference (2), enters 
as a boundary terra to the linear analysis, 
An entirely different type of analysis was undertaken by Marxman 
(lk) 
to explain the existence of traveling shock wave instabilities. 
Without combustion driving, a traveling shock wave would quickly be 
overtaken by expansion waves i'rom the high pressure side, Thus, it 
is theorized that as the shock wave passes over the propellant, the 
increase in surface mass flow rate must be sufficient to keep the down-
stream flow aonic relative to the wave (similar to a detonation -wave). 
Using a response function for pressure coupling, the mnimum value of 
corabustion response required to sustain the traveling shock is estimated 
from a local analysis. This estimate is in general agreement with the 
results found in the present study. However, Marxman's work does not 
account for mean flow effects,, the nozzle loss3 or transient behavior, 
The first analysis to include coupled nonlinear effects without 
1k 
recourse to order of magnitude estimates for eliminating various terms 
(3h) 
in the equations is due to Levine and Culick , This investigation 
is based on a numerical Solution of the füll time-dependent conser-
vation equations for a two-phase flow., and hence represents a new 
approach in the Solution of instability problems. The quasi~one-
dimensional model in Reference (3̂ +) irrvokes the Standard assumptions 
of an inviscid, perfect gas and inert, mono-disperse, constant diameter, 
spherical particles. The Solution for the Chamber flow is formulated 
as an initial-value problem and solved with the method~of-characteristics. 
The Chamber boimdary condition at the nozzle entrance plane is derived 
from an isentropic relationship between the flow properties at the nozzle 
entrance and those at the Sonic throat. The combustion response due to 
pressure coupling is based on the well-known two-pararneter response 
function obtained in linearized combustion analyses which assume small 
amplitude periodic motion in the gas phase, The desired combustion 
response is obtained in real time by evaluating the inverse Laplace 
transform of the given function of f'requency. Velocity coupling is 
treated in an analogous manner . The same response function but 
with different adjustable Parameters and a multiplicative coefficient 
to account for the threshold-magnitude-effect is used to predict the 
response to velocity fluctuations. The total combustion response is 
taken as the sum of the two. However, since the two-pararneter response 
function was derived for small amplitude periodic disturbances, its 
use in a combustion Chamber wich arbitrary amplitude transient dis-
turbances raises the following questions: 
(l) How can this model determine the transient response of the 
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propellant before a deflnite frequency of oscillation has been estab-
lished in the Chamber, and 
(2) How can a linear model detemiine the combustion response 
to finite amplitude dlsturbances? 
Statement of the Problem 
It is the objective of this dissertation to develop a theoretical 
one-dimensional model for solid propellant rocket engines with a cylin-
drically perforated grain which can predict the time-dependent behavior 
of the combustion Chamber and nozzle flow field after the introduction 
of an arbitrary disturbance. The Solution will Include the unsteady 
flow in the choked nozzle, eliminating the need for an artificial nozzle 
boundary condition. The combustion of the solid propellant will be 
described by a time-dependent Solution obtained simultaneously with 
the Chamber flow field. .Wo restrictions will be placed on the amplitude 
or type of disturbance In the erigjne, Shock waves resulting from com-
bustion drivlng or as an initial disturbance simulatlng the experi-
mental pulsing technique, will be acceptable Solutions to the theoretical 
model. 
In what follows, Chapter II describes the development of the 
Solutions to the nonlinear time-dependent conservation equatlons for 
a two-phase flow in the combustion Chamber and nozzle. Chapter III 
describes the analysis and Solution of the time-dependent solid pro-
pellant combustion process which will be used to predict the combustion 
response to arbitrary dlsturbances in the Chamber, Chapter IV discusses 
the results obtained for the transient response of the engine after 
1.6 
introductlon of various types of disturbances „ Chapter V summarizes 
the results obtained in this investigation. 
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CHARTER II 
ANÄLYSIS OF THE COMBUSTION" CHAMBER AND 
NOZZLE FLOW FIELD 
Discussion of Assumptions 
Solid propellant rocket motors exhlbiting axial mode instability 
are usually characterized by a ratio of Chamber length to Chamber radius 
much greater than unity. Considering the high turbulence level present, 
radial property variations are sufficiently small that a one -dimensional 
formulation provides an adequate description of the flow field, To 
avoid placing restrictions on the type of transient behavior whieh may 
be encountered in the rocket motor, the present investigation will 
consider, 
(a) the füll non-linear, time-dependent oonservation equations 
(b) the flow in the choked nozzle 
(c) the transient behavior of the combustion process coupled 
to the Chamber flow field (see Chapter III). 
The first roquidement means that the analysis must be capable of handling 
traveling shock waves, if they appeax- in the flow field. 
With these requirements9 consider an axisymmetric, one-dimensional 
combustion Chamber and nozzle System with a cylindrically perforated 
solid propellant grain (see Figure 2). The solid propellant is assumed 
to be the metal loaded type (typieally, aluminum) which deposits solid 
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Figure 2. Solid Propellant Rocket Engine Model 
the combustion Chamber and nozzle is two phase. The present 
based on several Standard assumptions: 
The gas medium is thermally and oalorically perfecta Implied 
in this Statement is the assumption that all combustion is 
complete when the gas es have left the flame zone and entei'ed 
the combustor control volume. 
The gas medium is inviscid and non-heat-conducting. However, 
the gas-particle interaction can involve the exchange of 
momentum and energy. The heat transfer process at the 
burning propellant surface located outside the combustor 
control volume perimeter boundary is dealt with separately 
in Hhapter III, 
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(3) The solid particles suspended in the gas have negligible 
volume and exert no pressure. 
(h) The actual distribution of particle sizes can be replaced 
with a System of non-reacting spherical particles having 
(oft) 
one average diameter constant in time. As Priee has 
emphasized, the solid particles are not produced directly 
in the flame zone. Sirice the Ignltion temperature is much 
higher than the melting point temperature for metals, a 
liquid layer forms on the propellant surface. Complicated 
Condensed phase reactions occur between the gas and large 
agglomerates of molten metal fron.! the surface . These 
reactions may take place well outsi.de of the flame as the 
metal droplets are entrained in the gas flow. When com-
bustion is complete, solid oxide particles remain suspended 
in the gas. In general, the resultant distribution of 
particle diameters is bimodol; that iss particles in the 
0 - 2\± (smoke) ränge and the larger 5 - 20n ränge, The 
approximate nature of assumption (h) is fully recognized, 
but further modeling of this complex process Is beyond 
the scope of the present analysis. 
(5) The drag force between solid particles and gas can be 
represented by a simple drag law as a furiction of Reynolds 
number. In view of the discussion of assumption (k), use 
of a drag law for spherical, non-reacting particles in the 
present problem is also open to question. However, the 
well-known Stokes Flow Drag Law is employed in this study, 
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recognizing that the Upper Reynolds number limit may be 
violated in certain instances. The available higher order 
(oh or\ 
corrections ? could easily be introduced in future 
work. 
(6) The t ime rate of change of thermal energy stored by the 
particles is negligibie compared to the tirne rate of change 
of kinetic energy. Thus, particles are assumed to leave 
the nozzle with whatever thermal energy they acquired in 
the flame zone, which is valid for a vanishingly small 
heat transfer coefficient. Reference (3̂ -) has not made 
this assumption and has included the energy transfer between 
gas and particles» It appears, however, that this effect 
is small and its treatment could be delayed until a more 
sophisticated combustion analysis is attempted. 
(7) The mass flow rates of gas and particles from the burning 
propellant surface enter the perimeter buundary of the 
combustor control volume with negligibie velocity. Thus, 
the mass addition at the perimeter boundary contributes 
zero axial momentum and zero kinetic energy to the control 
volume. Part of the energy in the control volume must be 
used to accelerate the entering mass flows of gas and 
particles to their respective local velocities. This 
results in an additional drag term in the momentum equations 
and a dissipation term in the energy equation, which approxi-
ma/tes the effect of a wall boundary layer. 
(8) The increase of Chamber volume due to regression of the 
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propellant surface is assumed negligible. For a linear 
regression rate of one cm/sec and an initial Chamber radius 
of one foot, the volume change after one second is about 
six percent. Since wave travel times a,re on the order of 
rnilliseconds, this effect can be ignored„ The exception 
might be ignition Iransient phenömena if several seconds 
are involved. 
The one-dimensional assumption needs further comment. The con-
trol volume shown in Figure 2 illustrates the inherent difficulty with 
a one-dimensional analysis as applied to this problem The mass flow 
of gas and particles leaving the propellant surface enters perpendicu]ar 
to the axial direction. In the present analysis, the integral of the 
mass flow rate over the perimeter botindary of the control volume becomes 
a mass source within the control volume. However, the exact process 
by which the mass flows of gas and particles are accelerated to their 
respective axial velocities within the control volume is obscured by 
the integral approach. Although the process is left unspecified, its 
(1h) 
effect is accounted for in the analysis, Levine and Culick employ 
the same approximation. This avoids a difficult two-dimensional analy-
tical problem but the higher order formulation will eventually be 
required to model the details of the interaetion of the "core" flow 
with the combustion process at the boundary, 
Method of Solution 
With the assumptions of the previous section, the time-dependent 
convervation equations applied to the present problem lead to a hyper-
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bolic initial-value problem. Solutions to this System of equations can 
include traveling discontinuities. V/hen developing a method of Solution, 
an important consideration is the aecurate tiacking of these discon-
tinuities. 
In computational fluid mechanics, two basic methods of employing 
the conservation equations have been advanced. One widely-used teehnique 
^ 5 referred to as the finite-element method or conserrative form, 
is one in which mass, momentum and energy are conserved strictly for 
f of. \ 
a finite-size control volume. An advantage of this method is 
attributed to a cancellation of numerical error on inferior boundaries 
when elements are summed over a finite domain. Since this formulation 
reduces to the proper jump conditions as the computational element 
shrinks to zero tbickness, it has been claimed that discontinuous 
behavior can be computed without special computational procedures. 
(39) 
Using MacOormack's predictor-corrector Integration seherne, Kutler 
(of\\ 
and Lomax have computed stea&y flow fields (which include shock 
waves) over various blunt body and wing configurations. Their method 
is said to be nshock eapturing"? i.e., shock waves are smeared over 
three or more mesh points but automatically forced to the proper 
location. A second method is to solve the conservation equations in 
partial differential form with a finite difference teehnique. Then 
the information contained in the associated characteristic equations 
can be used to track discontinuities precisely. Moretti has 
used this method for shock tube problems with multiple shock waves and 
contact discontinuities. 
In Reference (̂ l)j the familiär problem of a piston accelerating 
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into a stagnate gas is used to compare the ĵ redictions of many well-
known numerical. Integration schemes, employing both the conservative 
and i:-_nite difference form of the conservation equations. For the 
time period before shock wave formation, second-order Integration 
schemes with the conservative form of the equations demonstrate no more 
accuracy than with the finite difference form. All methods yield 
acceptable results. However, if the computation is continued beyond 
the formation of the shock wave, numerical wiggles appear in the flow 
field with all schemes. A numerical wiggle is defined here as a nsaw-
tooth" oscillation (high, low, high, low,t . . .) of the magnitude of 
a flow field variable fram one mesh point to the next. Doubling the 
number of mesh points usually doubles the number of wiggles since no 
(39) physical process is represented. Although MacCormack's v y scheine with 
the conservative form of the equations (i.e., the shock capturing method) 
exhibits the minimum amount of this behavior, pronounced wiggles are 
evident on the low pressure side of the shock wave even with 360 
mesh points between the piston and the undisturbed portion of the gas. 
ßy contrast, Moretti solved the same probiem with 20 mesh points 
using the finite difference form of a second-order Taylor series 
expansion of the conservation equations and Supplementary Information 
from the method-of-characteristics, and predicted the behavior of the 
discrete shock wave with no wiggles. It is concluded that integrating 
continuous differential equations across a discontinuity will produce 
wiggles. 
The projjerties demonstrated by Moretti*3 computational scheme 
are required in the present transient anaiysis wbere the location of 
2k 
a shock wave in the rocket engine flow field is important in detei • 
mining the instantaneous combustion response. Consequently, Moretti's 
(kl kS.) 
technique is adopted in this study. The method is based on 
three important postulates which are paraphrazed here: 
(1) If a region of continuous flow is defined by continuity 
of second derivatives? then all Integration schemes of seeond-order 
accuracy will predict acceptable results in a continuous region. Under 
these conditions, the conservative form of the conservation equations 
is no more accurate than the finite difference form. 
(2) Treat discontinuities aa discontinuities; i.e., do not 
integrate continuous differential equations across steep-fronted waves. 
(3) Do not violate the conservation equations when evaluating 
flow field variables on a boundary. 
These principl.es will be implemented in the present numerical Inte-
gration scheme which will be outlined tri the next two sections. In 
a brief summary, the conservation equations will be written for a 
general stream-tube control volume and then reduced to partial differ-
ential form by shrinking the control volume thiekness to zero. These 
equations will then be transformed to a floatlng computational coordinate 
System which treats discontinuities as moving internal boundaries. For 
this formulation, a hybrid Integration scheine arises naturally. All 
regions of continuous flow between two boundaries will be integrated 
forward in time with a second-order Taylor series expansion of the 
differential equations. Values of flow field variables on all boundaries 
as well as the movement of the internal boundaries will be. obtained 
with the supplemental Information from the method of crtaracteristics. 
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All necessary equations are derived in the two sections which follow. 
By way of comparison, the instability analysis of Levine and 
ftb) 
Culick w uses the method-of-characteristics to obtain the entire 
Solution. Thus, the numerical accuracy of the present analysis 
should be equal to that of Reference (3*0. However, in a flow field 
with traveling regions of compression and expansion, the natural 
characteristic mesh System becoraes very irregulär and can require 
a lot of time-consuming Interpolation, This is avoided with Moretti's 
met hod. 
Derivation of Equations 
Based on the assumptions discussed in the first section, the 
conservation of mass, moment'um and energy for the general control 
volume shown in Eigure 2 can be written as follows: 
Conservation of Mass (gas phase) 
A 
öt \U pdV + I! &' **= J J V\, (2'^ 
C.V. G.S. C .S .p 
Conservat ion of Mass ( s o l i d p a r t i c l e s ) 
•— ; p dV + i p u • dA = j ! m dA (2 .2) 
ot J J J p J J rp p J ^ P P 
C . V . G . S . C . S . p . 
6̂ 
' o n s e r v a t i o n of Momenturn (gas p h a s e and s o l i d p a r t i c l e s ) 
A r r 
öt 
I I I (pu + P PV
 dV + J J ( fW + P P V P ) p p p dA = ^ F ( 2 . 3 ) 
c . v . C S 
Conservation of Momenturn (solid particles alone) 
™ f ' [ p u dV + [ ' p u u • d l 
b t J J J p p J J r p p p p / X J KP^^^^^ dV (2-^ 
c . v . C S . c , v . 
C o n s e r v a t i o n of Energy (gas p h a s e and s o l i d p a r t i c l e s ) 
T£ 1 1 1 (p + u r^ryT T J - pP 2 Yl'Y--
2 
u 
+ P^ - | - y dv 
c . v . 
J 
C S . 
2 
^ • • ] u + Pi V ^ ) • <1A Y-l o i' 2 p j 
h. 
- 4 - rh dA 
Y-l g p 
(2.5) 
c . s . p . 
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Equation of State (gas phase) 
p = pe = ph (2.6) 
where all variables have been non-dimensionalized with respect to the 
following reference state, 
p* = p* R T* 
^r rr gas ,r 
i*2 = v R T* 
r gas r 
T* = h*/c = eVc (2.7) 
r r p r' v ' 
and the area A* and length L*. The right-hand side of Equation (2.3) 
represents the reaction of the surroundings on the control surface due 
to internal pressure forces. The right-hand side of Equation (2.k) 
represents the Volumetrie drag due to the presence of solid particles 
traveling with velocity u . The parameter K, 
= 2 __ÜJL. ( LI K s f ^ - 2 -{pi ^-^ 
p* o* s i 
m 
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results from the application of the Stokes Flow Drag Law. 
By shrinking the control volume to zero size. Equations (2.1) 
through (2.5) can be written in the partial differential form needed 
for a Taylor series expansion. After some manipulation, these equations 
become, 
Conservation of Mass (gas phase) 
2m 
op , 6u öp 0 _ g dlnA /(_ » 
TT + P T~ + u • - RT = ~~^ ~ Pu " ^ — ( 2 . 9 ) 
b t ^ b K bx l r - ^ d x \ JI 
n 
Conservation of Mass (solid particles) 
Op öa öp 2m ._ . 
r p , P , __2P „ _ p dlnA. , _ _ ^ x 
~wT + P-. ~> + u- ~T^ ~ R., :" — - P u ~Z— ( 2 . 1 0 ) 
o t r p te p öx 2 - Mp p dx v ' 
Ix 
C o n s e r v a t i o n of Momentum (gas p h a s e ) 
* + u & + _L & = R s . {Kp (u-u ) + 1 A u }/ p ( 2 . H ) 
öt öx YP ös 3 L P P £ g J H 
Conservation of Momentiim (solid particles) 
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Ötl öu. o A u 
- r f + U - £ = R = K (u -u ) - S J Ü 
ö t p bx ^ p R P P 
(2.12) 
Conservat ion of Energy (gas phase) 
bt bx 4 
h -h 
.Äütii/if* (^v) 
P L TT L g \ Y - 1 / 
2N 1 + — (m u + m u ' ~ ) i + K p (u-u ) 





h - p /p 
S r- Inp - ylnp (2.1k) 
In Equation ( 2 . 1 ^ ) , the re fe rence S t a t e i s ass igned & zero entropy va lue 
These equat ions a re employed in a computat icnal coord ina te System 
which conta ins two f ixed boundaries ( the head end of the combustion 
Chamber, and the nozzle supersonic e x i t p lane) a.nd any number (-which 
may be zero) of i n t e r n a l moving boundaries as shown i n Figure 3 . A 
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shock wave discontinuity is treated as a moving boundary, and the flow 
field in a region between any two boundaries is assumed continuous. In 
the general case, the two boundaries of a flow field region may move 
independently of each other. To avoid having to compute the movement 
of a boundary over a system of fixed mesh points and to simplify the 
calculation procedure, the independent variables are normal!zed for 
one region. These computational coordinates will then "float" with 
the movement of the boundaries. Consider the following transformation: 
(1) First, let 5 = ?(x) ̂ ;~ a stretchlng function which allows 
equally spaced grid points in g to represent a non-uniform distribution 
in x. With the proper weighting, this function permits a minimum total 
number of mesh points to accurately represent regions where flow field 
properties are changing rapidly (e.g., near the choked throat). 
(2) Theiij in ^-space, let the instantaneous location of the 
right band boundary be given by c(t), and the left hand boundary by 
b(t). For a typical region of continuous flow, define 
Y _. | ( x ) - b ( t ) 
x ^cTtr^bity 
(2.15) 
T = t 
where X - 0 and X = 1 l oca t e the l e f t and r i g h t hand boundaries r e s -
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Figure 3• Computational Coordinate System 
The p a r t i a l d e r i v a t i v e s t ransform as 
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By l e t t i n g 3 
U = flu + (c^bT (2.17) 
U = Tju 
P ' P te ̂ y 
(2 .18) 
then Equations (2 .9) through (2.13) t ransform t o 
ÖT ÖX l |P ÖX 1 (2.19) 
öp öp öu 
ÖT p ÖX , | P p CK 2 
(2 .20) 
^ + U ^ + J 1 _ Ö P = R 





I + U | = \ »•*> 
In the special case when all internal boundaries are absent, c - b = 1, 
and the stretching function is linear, f] = dE,/dx - 1, then U = u, U -
u (since de/dt = db/dt = 0 for the stationary boundaries) and the 
above set of equations reduces to the original form, Equation (2.9) 
through Equation (2.13). 
Forward time Integration of Equations (2.19) through (2.23) in 
a continuous reglon is accomplished with a finite-difference approxi-
mation to a Taylor series expansion, truncated after the second-order 
terms. This insures an aecurate representation of the non-homogeneous 
parts of the equations. It is not clear that a straight-forward appli-
cation of well-known schemes such as MacCormack's ^' or the two-step 
(In) 
Lax-Wendroff would provide the proper a.ccuracy for these non-
homogeneous terms. The Taylor series expansion for the dependent 
variables at time T - T + AT (denoted by subscript l) in terms of 
the known Information at T (denoted by subscript o) is 
o 
2 
P l = p o + o | 41' + P T T l 0 f - (2.24) 
ri2 




 PTT ° 
3h 
U l - U o + U T ' o Ä T + U T T l o f (2.26) 
u = u + u AT + u 
AT 
P l Po V ° PTT o 2 
(2 .27) 
S l = S o + S T l o A T + S T T l o f 
(2.28) 
The first-order time derivatives follow directly from Equations (2.19) 
through (2.23) with a centered differencing method for spatial derivatives 
Thus for the mesh System, 
m-1 m m+1 
•*- X 
AX • * * * - AX 
Equation (2.19) at point "m" becomes 
Pm Ä Ri - u 
KT' o 1 m 
m 
1 Pm+1 " pm-l 
2AX 
r u , - - u _. 1 m+1 m-1 
\Pm L * 2AX' (2.29) 
The second order time derivatives are obtained from Equation (2.19) 
through (2.23) by an additional time differentiation.. From Equation 
(2.19) it follows that 
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PTT'O " Eim ' ( V x
 + U p ix + ^ % \ + "V 
* \P\ (2.30) 
where a terra like u ^ can be evaluated from Equation (2.2l) as 
^A = \ - tVx+ uv+ ^ Lpxx - W " J ; (2-31) 
Second order s£jatial der ivat ives ; such as u ^ , are simply 
ix 
u + u - 2u 
m + i ;;i L m 
"XX ,x2 
(2.32) 
By continuing this development, the right-hand sides of Equations (2.2*0 
through (2.28) can be expressed entirely in terms of the known Solution 
at time T . Given the proper AT, these equations determine the new 
flow field variables at time T. + AT for all interior mesh points, 
o 
as shown in Figure k. 
However, the Taylor series expansion does not yield values of 
flow field variables on a boundary. Determining these boundary values 
is the subject of the next section. 
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boundary 
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Figure h. Region of Applicability of Taylor Series Integration 
Boundary Conditions and Shock Waves 
The Information contained in the System of Equations (2.19) 
through (2.23) when written in characteristic form will be used to 
track the moving boundaries and establish values of flow field variables 
on fixed boundaries. If the pressure gradient terra, in Equation (2.21) 
is replaced by 
6X = P 
ÖS x iß 
L öx p cX 
(2.33) 
then the System becomes five equations in the five dependent variables 
p, p , u, u and S. The five characteristic directions in the trans-




U + T)a 
U - Tja 
U (double root) 
(2.3*0 
where a - p/p. If the equation deecribing energy transfer between 
gas and particles had been included in the System, then U would become 
Jr 
a tx-iple root . The general compatibility re la t ion is given by, 
( i - O { ( § - ° ) ( § - * x ) * ( § - » ) ( § 
- R, TIP + £Su£ ( £ Y \ dT = 0 (2.35) 
For the individual roots, Equation (2.35) yields: 
(a) along 5» = U (gas path stream line) 
dS = R^ dT (2.36) 
which is the energy equation. 
(b) along — = U ± T]a (left and right-running characteristics) 
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R, R, 
( t ) * * dU = i* E3 + a ( T + Y ) } dT (2-37) 
For the special case of no heat or mass addition from com'bustion, Single 
phase flow, and stationary coordinates., Equations (2.36) and (2.37) 
reduce to the familar gas dynamic relations, 
dS = 0 along TT - u dt 
( f ) * Y ( f ) - 0 along ff = u ± a (2.38) 
A peculiar difficulty arises along the characteristic direction 
dX/dT ~ U (double root). The general compatibility relation (i.e., 
sr 
Equation 2.35) yields only^the trivial result, 0 = 0 . Normally, this 
indicates that two equations in the System are already in characteristic 
form. This is true for the particie momentum equation (i.e., Equation 
2.22) which can be written as, 
öu du du 
— £ + u — E _. ....V, B R (2 IQ) 
ÖT p ÖX dT 5 l •jy; 
along dX/dT = U . Hbwever, the particle continuity equation (i.e., 
Equation 2.20) cannot be written in characteristlc form. The contra-
diciton can be traced to the lack of an equation of State for the 
solid particle flow. With no mecfcanism relating particle density to 
pressure, and hence no particle speed of sound, the particle momentum 
equation is not coupied to the particle continuity equation. The 
present analysis will Interpret this to mean that Equation (2.20) in 
the form, 
dp du 
ü? = E2 " % ^ ^ 0 ) 
can be integrated along dX/dT = U after an Integration of Equation 
(2.39)' The results from Equation (2-39) can be used to estimate an 
average value of da /dX. Reference (3^) handled this problem in a 
similar manner. 
In the X-T computational spa.ce of the previous section, the 
flow field representing the combustion Chamber and nozzle has two 
stationary boundaries and any number of internal moving boundaries. 
As an Illustration, consider a flow field with one right running shock 
wave (Figure 5). The head end of the combustion Chamber is X = 0 in 
region [l], the right-running shock wave is the boundary between [l] 
and [2], and the exit plane of the nozzle is X = 1 in region [2], 
Two boundary conditions are known at the head end of the com-
bustion Chamber, namely 
ho 





















Figure 5. Computational Coordinates for Example Problem 
With One Right -Running Shock Wave 
ulx=o = Vx--=o =: ° (2.41) 
[ i : [ i ] 
However, the numerical computation also requires values of p, p. , and 
S at this location at every time step. These are determined with the 
method-of-characteristics. From the T - X diagram shown in Figure 6, 
T 
t i ^ 
left running characteristic 
dX 
T + AT 
o k 










Figure 6, Method Used bo Compute Boundary Values 
at Head End cf Combustion Chamber 
kl 
it can be seen that the left-running characteristic reaches the new 
wall point (|) from some location along the known datuin plane T' = T . 
The compatlbility relatlon (i.e., Equaticm 2 37) along this characteristic 





) + u3 = {-R3 + a(f + T)} AT (2-k2) 
ave . r T a v e 
«ne here p at © is unknown. The line (T) - (2) is a stream line for 
both gas and particle flows. Thus from Equation (2.36) 
S2 -
 s
x = \ l ™ AT (2A3) 
ave 
and from Equation (2.^0) 
öu 
(prj " Pr ) = (R3 - T1PL ̂  ) n w AT (2.4)+) 
Po P-. '• P ÖA a¥6 
These equations along wich the definition of entropy determine p5 p. 
and S at point (2) . In practice, an Iteration process irrvolying an 
average speed of sound between (2) and (3) is required to accurately 
lecate the point (3) . Äorrnally, this Iteration converges in about 
three cycles. 
k2 
The second stationary boundary of the problem is the supersonic 
exit plane of the nozzle located at X = 1 in region [2]. In Single 
phase flow (gas only), a common procedure is to linearly extrapolate 
all variables from the two adjaeent upstream mesh points assuming they 
are in supersonic flow. Errors introduced by this extrapolation never 
influenae the upstream calculations since the flow velocity exceeds the 
local speed of propagation of a disturbance. This method yields accept 
able results in the present analysis when the particle flow is deleted. 
With the particle flow included, however, the small errors in u and 
p at the boundary do_ propagate upstream and eventually destroy the 
Solution. A speed of propagation characteristic of the suspended 
particles alone has not been defined. Since the speed of Sound in a 
gas-particle mixture is less than its value in the gas alone, attempts 
to explain this behavior on the basis of an effective speed of pro-
pagation have not been successful. The current analysis avoids this 
difficulty with a complete method of characteristics Solution at the 
exit plane for all five flow field variables. This is illustrated cn 
a T - X diagram in Figure 7 for the example of Figure 5. The compati-
bility relations along these directions are written in a form similar 
to Equations (2.h2) through (2.hh) and a Standard Iteration technique 
is used to locate the intersection points (3) , © ; (5) and © . This 
Solution at the supersonic boundary eliminates the upstream error pro-
pagation observed with the extrapolation technique. 
The properties upstream and downstream of a traveling shock wave 
are determined at the next time step in an analogous manner. For the 

















Line (o) - (2) right running characteristic ~ = U + aT] 
3) - (2/ left running characteristic -ĵ - = U - afj 
. , . dX 
dT 
ID " (D particle path streamline — = U 
© - © gas path streamline — = U 
Figure 7. Method of Characteristics Solution to 
Obtain Boundary Yalues at Supersonic 
Exit Plane 
at X - 0 in region [2] and downstream properties are at X = 1 in region 
[1], These two points are treated separately in the computational 
method, but they represent the same point in physical space. The 
kk 
Integration procedure is shown in the physical t - x plane by Figure 8. 
Region [2] 
t + At 
.© © ® 
Region [l] Region [2] 
x 
Line (E) - 12 
®- Q 
. n , . , . , . dx 
right running charactenstic -rr- = u + a 
Ouü 
® " QJ) lei't running characteristic • - •• • ^ dt = u - a 
© - © dx J3J - y ^ gas path streamline --— = 
(cj - (ly particle path streamline —r = u 
shock wave path 
Figure 8. Method Used to Compute Shock. Wave Propagation 
^ 
The shock wave velocity at time t - t is Integrated with respect to 
time to give the new location QJ) (same as (2j) ). In agreement with 
Intuition, the method to predict the upstream properties at this new 
location is based only on Information ahead of the wave. This is 
accomplished with a complete method of characteristics Solution in the 
triangulär region Q u - Qy - \V) . The routine is the same one used 
to obtain the supersonic boundary condition. Since the suspended solid 
particles exert no pressure, they are not influenced by the discontinuous 
jump through the shock wave. Herice values of p and u determined in 
the upstream property Solution at (v) are assigned to (gj) . Of course, 
the particle flow is involved in a reiaxation process downstream of 
the wave. Three gas properties (p, u, S) at the downstream location of 
the shock wave, (2j) , and the new shock wave velocity, w , remain to 
be determined, Three of the necessary equations come from the Rankine-
Hugoniot relations whicn conserve mass, momentum and energy across the 
discontinuity. In a stationary coordinate System where subscripts 1 
and 2 Indlcate upstream and downstream respectively, these equations 
are 
P o U 0 - W (P„ - p ) =5 p U, ( 2 . ^ 5 ) 
^2P2 /Y
 + Piui(u2 + Ws^ " plU2Ws " P l / Y + P1U1 (2.^6) 
16 
2 
h u 2 h u 
The shock wave velocity w relative to the fixed coordinate System Is 
s 
positive for a right-running wave. The fourth equation is the compati-
bility reLation along the trailing subsonic eharacteristic which reaches 
the shock from the high pressure side. In the present example, this is 
the right-running eharacteristic {EJ - \2y . The Solution to this 
System of foar siniultaneous equations is. obtained with a minimization 
(kk k5) 
scheme due to Davidon y . The values of p, p , u, u and S deter-
mined on the downstream side of the shock wave are assigned to the 
variables at X = 1 in region [l] and the upstream values are assigned 
at X = 0 in region [2]. Thus, all boundary conditions are obtained in 
a manner consistent with the conservation equations and no continuous 
differential equation is integrated across a discontinuity. 
It is antieipated that, under certain conditions, continuous 
disturbances in the rocket engine flow field could steepen and eventually 
form shock waves. üenoe, use of the above computational method is con-
tingent upon recognizing the formation of an embedded shock wave in a 
region of continuous flow. Any attempt to equate an infinite pressure 
gradient (indicating the presence of a shock wave) with a large number 
computed from finite-difference values is arbitraiy at best. Hence, 
a more sensitive method is requlred to pre&ict the onset of the dis-








Figure 9« Pressure Waveform During Steepening of a Compression 
Wave in the Numerical Flow Field 
flow field when a compression wave is steepening. Following Moretti's 
(h2) 
work a third-order polynomial fitted to the values at four mesh 
points is assumed to represent the pressure distribution in this interval 
If this polynomial predicts an infinite gradient, its location is taken 
as the origin of the discontinuity. Numerically, this is done in the 
following manner. Given the two Functions, p = F(x) and x = G(p) in 
the interval x, £ x £ x. , the location at which dF/dx -• » is also defined 
by dG/dp = 0. Thus the polynomial, 
x = G(p) = Ap3 + Bp2 + Cp + D (2.U8) 
kB 
Is specified by the constants A, B, C, D determined by the given values 
at the mesh points, (p., x.) i s 1 . . k. The zero derivative must 
satisfy 
g = 0 = g = 3Ap2 + 2Bp + C (2.1+9) 
Real roots of Equatlon (2.U9) are possible only for non-negative values 
of the discriminant D, where 
D c? 3 2 - 3AC (2.50) 
In the present problern, D maintains a negative value for continuous 
pressure distributions which do not steepen. This provides an easy 
check for the steepening of compression waves. At each time step, a 
Computer search routine checks for a non-negative value of D for all 
combinations of four adjacent mesh points in the continuous regions; 
if one is foimä, the x location of the roots of Equation (2.U-9) a^e 
calculated with Equation (2,48). If a root lies within the interval 
x, ^ x £ x. , an interior boundary is Inserted at this location and 
the computation proceeds tracking a Mach wave as a discontinuity. 
Hence, as the compression wave continues to steepen, it Is treated 
as a shock wave. 
It might be argued that this "sensing" method is heavily 
k-9 
dependent on how well the third-order polynomial represents the actual 
pressure distribution. In spite of its potential Short-Comings, th-j 
technique has proved quite sensitive to discontinuity formation in the 
present investigation. Even if the formation is predicted prematurely, 
there are no penalties associatel with tracking a Mach wave as a dis-
continuity. On the other hand, the author can verify that severe 
penalties are incurred for late recognition of discontinuous behavior. 
Integration of the equations in the floating computational 
coordinate System with moving internal boLindaries requires many decisions 
of a practical nature. Typical of these is how a shoek wave passes 
through the exit plane of the nozzle. As the right-running shock wave 
in the example of Figure 5 travels through the throat and toward the 
exit plane, the physical length c - b of region [2] becomes srnall. An 
infinite number of calculations would be necessary to reach the exit 
plane since the forward marching time step (see next section) is pro-
portional to this length,. In the present analysis, wiien c - b of 
region [2] is less tha.n one percent of ihe total flow field length, 
region [2] is deleted from the computation. The downstream boundaiy 
of region [l] is adjusted to the exit plane; hence, the shuck wave has 
left the system. Repeating this calculation with a criterion of 0.1 
percent has no effect on -che results other than to lengthen the com-
putation time. 
Forward Marching Stability 
Explicit Integration techniques applied to partial differential 
equations must observe a forward marching stability criterion. Other-
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-tfise, small errors associated with the finite difference approximation 
grow unbounded as the Solution progresses. The well-known von Neumann 
' stability analysis uses the linearized equations to predict the 
growth or decay of these error wa,ves. However, the analysis is impracti-
cal to perforni for the present System, of equations and the result would 
be strictly valid only for the linearized form. The success of many 
numerical Solutions employing the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (C.F.L.) 
Condition indicates that it is an acceptable Substitute. The 
C.F.L. Condition requires the domain of dependence of each point in 
the finite-difference flow field to inciude its physical domain of 
dependence. This restriction on :he step size means that the speed of 
propagation of numerical Information will equal or exceed the speed of 
propagation in the physical flow. This can be seen with the aid of 
Figurc 10 where the point Br is located at the intersection of the 
characteristic line with the maximum slope through point A and its 
mirror Image through point C. With the maximum slope defined as |u| 
+ a, the C.F.L. Condition requires 







^ = u + a X 
B > \ dt = U " a 
dt 
* x 
Figure 10. Illustration of the C. F. L. Condition 
The present analysis uses this stability condition in the form, 
At - 0.7 
u 
Ax [ 
rr^ j . . 
1 mimmum over 
the flow field 
(2.53) 
where the value of the constant was influenced \>y Kentzer's analysis 
of group velocity and propagation of numerical errors, 
It is sometimes reported that a well-behaved. Solution to a non-
linear problera was gradually or even suddenly destroyed by numerical 
wiggles. Their appearance is offen attributed to "non-ünear instability' 
(kl h2) 
The present investigation subscribes to Morettl's 3 theory that 
numerical non-linear instability does not exist. Beterioration of a 
numerical Solution can always be traced to an improper numerical treat» 
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ment. Computations which integrate continuous equations across dis-
continuous phenomena, incorrectly determiue boundary values, or fail 
to recognize regions of large truncation error will generate non~ 
physical Solutions to the equations. 
/ j/- \ 
Recently, Cheng has questioned the ability of an explicit 
Integration technique to accurately predict oscillatory behavior. Part 
of the discussion is directed toward a monotonically damped wave Solution 
of Burger's Equation3 i.e., 
u, + uu - u = 0 
t x xx 
Using the two -step Lax-Wendroff technique (equivalent to a second-
order Taylor series) and evaluating initial conditions and boundary 
values from a known analytical Solution, Reference (36) shows a pro-
gressively deteriorating approximation to the known Solution. The 
Solution is no longer useful after a computation of one wave length. 
The failure is attributed to phase errors caused by dispersion, with 
the suggested eure being difference schemes of higher than second-order 
aecuraey. This has a serious impact on the present combustion instability 
analysis which is required to predict oscillatory motion, with or with» 
out shock waves. 
A simple test ease was construeted from the general equations 
to examine this difficulty in detail. For small amplitude disturbances, 
the dependent variables can be expressed in the form, 
^J 
p(x,t) = p(x) + pT(x,t) 
p(x,t) = p(x) + p'(x,t) 
u(x,t) = U(x) + u1(x,t) 
where 
2 
(p'/p) K< 1 e^c 
When combustion, solid particles and mean flow are absent, Equations 
(2.9) and (2.11) reduce to, 
Continuity 
dt / p a öx J 
Momentum 
öY 3a l + M l . 0 
pv at a* J 
3h 
where p' = p'/Ya follows from isentropic flow. This System is equi-
valent to the linear second order wave equation« The behavior of simple 
wave motion between two solid boundaries was computed as a function of 
time. Following Reference (36), a,n exact analytical Solution was used 
to evaluate the initial conditions and all boundary values. After three 
cycles, the numerical Solution no longer resembled the initial wave form. 
However, re-running the same problem using the method of characteristics 
to determine boundary values resulted in a wave form that was indis-
tinguishable from the initial wave after 23 cycles. This behavior can 
be explained by the fact that the analytical Solution to a set of 
differential equations is not the same as the analytical Solution 
to the corresponding finite-difference equations. If the equations 
describe oscillatory motion, there is a small phase difference between 
the corresponding Solutions which grows in time. Thus, using the exact 
analytical Solution of the differential equations to specify boundary 
conditions to a numerical Solution of the finite-difference equations 
means that a slight error is committed at the boundary. These errors 
propagate inward and eventually destroy the Solution. 
1t is concluded that forward marching Integration based on a 
second-order Taylor series expansion which observes the Courant-Friedrichs-
Lewy Condition and obtains boundary values with the method of character-
istics is internally consistent and hence stable. 
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CHARTER III 
THE COMBUSTION RESPONSE MODEL 
Problem Formulation 
The response model of the burning solid propellant rnust predict 
how the combustion process Is altered by changes in pressure in the thin 
flame zone adjacent to the surface. This Information is supplied to the 
combustion Chamber analysis of Chapter II through the time-dependent 
quantities m s m , and h which enter the control volume perimeter 1 g' p5 c * 
boundary from the propellant flame zone. The combustion process which 
specifieü this Variation Is strongly dependent on the nature of the 
disturbance in the Chamber, suggesting the necessity of a simultaneous 
Solution to both problems. This will be done in the present study in 
the following manner. 
Figure 11. Method Used to Represent Cylindrically 
Perforated Solid Propellant 
% 
It will be assumed that the combustion of the cylindrically perforated 
propellant can be represented by a series of fixed burning stations as 
shown in Figure 11. In the flame zone adiacent to the propellant, 
property variations in the y direction are much greater than those in 
the x direction, which allows the process to be treated as one-dimensional 
at each Station, Each local burning Solution will depend in the Chamber 
flow conditions in the control volume directly below, i.e., at the same 
axial location. In this way, the combustion response of the solid 
propellant to arbitrary disturbances In the Chamber is determined by 
the history stored at each location, over the length of the grain. 
The combustion modei used at each burning Station along the 
propellant is based on four sirnpllfying assumptions which have been 
ernployed in nearly all combustion instability studies to date 
These assumptions are: 
(1) The solid phase (unburned propellant) is homogeneous and 
one-dimensional. Ihus , the analysis will be unable to 
dlstlngulsh between homogeneous5 double-based, and composite 
propellants. The Solution must be based on average values 
of propellant compcsition. Three-dimensional surface 
topological effects are lost In the one-dimensional approxi-
mation which rneans that the surface regression rate must 
be viewed as an an average rate. 
(2) The conversion of the solid phase to gas is represented 
by a simple pyrolysis law. Usually the Interface region 
between solid phase and the gas phase is oollapsed to a 
plane, which effectively "lumps" all decompositlon, 
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pyrolysis and other surface reactions into a Single reaction, 
This overall pyrolysis reaction is taken to be an Arrhenius 
type, which may have either an endothermic or exothermic net 
heat release. The present analysis will assurne 
„ -E /R T 
* , T* s' o sur 
r = regression rate = B e 
where the possible pressure dependence of B* is 
neglected. 
(3) Condensed phase reactions are neglected. In view of 
Prices descripticn of the combustion of metal loaded 
solid propellants, this assumption necessarily obscures 
Important details. Except for the exploratory work of 
Kumar and Culick with a global Condensed phase 
reaction, this assumption is State -of the-art. Without 
a proper description of the generation of solid oxide 
particles, the present analysis will assume that the mass 
flow rate of particles to the control volume, m , is a 
constant fraction of the gaseous mass flow rate, m . This 
g 
fraction is taken as the percentage of metal loading in 
the unburned propellant* 
(k) The behavior of the gas-pnase flame zone is quasi-steady. 
The specific heats of the gas-phase constituents are the 
same order of magnitude as the specific heat of the solid 
propellant. Since the density of the unburned solid 
propellant is very much greater than the density of the gas> 
phase, the Volumetrie heat capacity of the solid compared 
to the gas is of the order of the density ratio. This fact 
supports the argurnent that the gas-phase will, adjust to 
thermal changes much more rapidly than the solid phase 
i.e., TT- n « TT- t-j •, • In addition, the ' Ot'gas-phase 6t solid-phase 
characteristic times for most chemical reaetions are much 
smaller than thermal wave propagation times in the solid. 
Thus, it is assumed that the Controlling time-dependent 
process is the thermal wave propagation in the solid, and 
the flame region can be described by a steady-state Solution 
adjusted at each instant of time. This affords a great 
simplification if the flame temperature is assumed known, 
since the analysis becomes insensitive to the time-dependent 
kinetics and transport processes in the gas-phase flame. 
The aecuraey of the quasi-steady assumption is still 
open to question. It is often claimed that this approxi-
mation should remain valid for cases of low or intermediate 
frequency instabllitie,y such as found in the present study. 
However, a detailed and sophisticated analysis will be 
required to verify this. Further comment will be made In 
Chapter V. 
Many well-known combustion response theories based on pressure 
coupling have been compared in an excellent review by Culick . All 
contain the Standard assumptions outlined above, although they differ 
in the treatment of details. Each theory has assumed the exlstance of 
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small amplitude periodic oscillations in the gas-phase flame zone. It 
is shown that as a consequence of the above assumptions, each linearized 
analysis predicts the same two-parameter (A, B) form of the combustion 
response function, i.e., 
R s SL^E s _ Ü Ä 2 _ , (3.!) 
P'/P * + V A -(1 + A) + AB 
where m' = surface mass flow rate perturbation 
p' = pressure perturbation 
n = pressure index for time-independent burning 
\ - function of frequency of oscillation (complex number) 
The steps leading to Equation (3-1) can be found in Reference (26). 
This equation predicts the trend of experimental data for acoustic 
(2?) 
oscillations in a T-burner , etc. A plot of $ versus Q, defined 
as the ratio of frequency to burning rate squared, shows evidence of 
a resonance effet.-t at a non-zero value of frequency, determined by 
the values of A and B (see Figure 12). The shape of the curve and 
the peak response varies with the values of A and B. However, even 
with the adjustable parameters, Equation (3.1) is not able to correlate 
all available experimental data. The degree of simplicity which can 
be tolerated in a theoretical model of the combustion process remains 
an open question. 
(3h) 
The insbability analysis of Levine and Culick uses Equation 
(3.1) as the basis for the transient combustion response. Since H is 
tt 
Figure 12. Typical Two-Parameter Combustlon Response 
Curves as a Function of Frequency 
a given function of frequency, an inverse Laplace transform must be 
evaluated to transform the results into the real-time plane. It is 
not clear, however, how results derived for small amplitude periodic 
oscillations can be applied in an analysis of the transient combustlon 
response which may accompany arbitrary amplitude disturbances. To 
avoid this difficulty, the present analysis will solve the füll non-
linear time-dependent equations of the combustlon model simultaneously 
with the conservation equations in the combustlon Chamber. 
The combustlon response model in the current study diverges 
from previous efforts in two areas; these are: 
(l) It will not be assumed that a disturbance in the gas-phase 
is osclllating with a known frequency, and instead, the füll transient 
behavior of the combustlon response will be determined. 
(2) No restrictions will je plaeed on the magnitudes of the 
gas and solid phase disturbances. 
The mathematical rnodel of the solid propellant combustion process 
follows from a development in Reference (3*0 and employs the four 
assumptions outlined in the beginning of this chapter. In Figure 13 
is a description of the problem as seen from a coordinate System 
attached to the propellant surface, which is regressing at speed r*. 
© 
© 
K V unournea • >x^ 
^ solid ^ 
NX propellant >N̂  
flame zone 
= 0, Interface 
y = yf edt<;e of flame 
c omplete com] us t io i ] 
Figure 13. One-Dimensional Model of the Solid 
Propellant Combustion Process 
At the Chamber pressures involved in the present study, both diffusion 
and chemical kmetics will influenae the structure of the flame zone. 
Since a detailed gas-phase Solution is beyond the scope of this work, 
the combustion process is assumed to be distributed in such a manner 
that the flame zone exists from y* - 0 to y* = y* This is in contrast 
to a flame sheet approximation (i.e., all combustion occurs at y* - y* 
which may be valid ab low pressures where reaction rates are much 
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slawer than mixing processes. A simple one-step global reaction is 
assumed in the flame; i.e., 
Oxidizer + Fuel --» Products 
implying a gas-phase reaction rate, in , proportional to p . It is 
further assumed that the product of reaction rate (actually, production 
rate of products) and heat release, CD Q , can be taken as constant 
across the width of the flame. This set of assumptions permits a 
(W) Separation of the problem into three distinct regions w-"9 each of 
which is analyzed individually. These are: 
(l) The non-reacting solid phase (- « i y ^ o) region. The 
unburned solid propellant is assumed to be incompressible and hence the 
equations of continuity and momentum become trivial. The energy 
equation can be written as, 
-Jf *• p * 
* * dT * * * 9T , * ö T rt , n> 
p
s
cs :~* + pBv 7i"
k
sr i2
 = 0 < 3 - 2 ) • 
dt öy öy 
If the overall pyrolysis of solid to gas follows a first order Arrhenius 
type reaction, then 
„ -E /R T 
r*-B> s / ° s u i ' (3.3) 
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where 
B = constant r 
T - surface temperature 
sur 
(2) The solid-gas Interface (y = 0). For a control volume 
with zero thickness which surrounds the plane, y = 0, the conservation 
of raass yields, 
m = surface maas flow rate s p r I ,«* = p v I/*N (3»*0 
Ks ' 0 Kg g ' (+) 
A first integral of the energy equatlon evaluated between the pro« 
pellant side (») and the gas flame side (+) gives 
•X- •# 
m h s 
ö 
-W * ÖT s a * 
3y 0 






dy (d̂  
(3.5) 
Letting Q, be the heat of reaction for the surface pyrolysis reaction. 
s 
Q, s h - h 




where Q, is positive for an endothermic heat release, Equation (3-5) 
s 
can be rewritten as, 
* -, 
k 
S öy 0 
•x- •# 






This relationship is the basis for the time-dependent boundary con-
dition imposed on the thermal profile in the unburned solid. 
r \ t * *\ 
(3) The gas-phase flame zone (0 £ y ^ yrJ- When the assumptions 
of a thin flame zone arid quasi-static behavior (i.e., 
dt 
o) are applied 
to the conservation equations for mass and momentum, the result is 
p v = constant = m (3.8) 
p = constant (3.9) 
These constant values across the flame zone are the instantaneous 
values of mass flow rate and pressure, and hence they vary with time. 
The quasi-steady energy equation can be written as 
•jf P •%• 





^ ^ cons tan t 0 < y ^ y 
* -# 
0 y f < y < + «> 
Again, s ince the r e a c t i o n r a t e i s a funct ion of the p r e s su re in the 
*- -x-
flame, the "cons tan t" va lue of Q UD changes wi th t ime . 
In terms of the following non-dimensional v a r i a b l e s , 
•x- , # • 
T = T /T / r 
y = y /L y, 
-X- X- -X-
t = t ( a / L ) 
* , •x- / s 
r = r / a y 
•x- -x- • # * -x-
a = m c p L y c / k g (3.11) 
#- . * -x-
Z, = Q / e T 
1 s' s r 
k v , <3 v , * 
Q(t) = ( 4 ) ( ^ ) ( - ^ ) 
k ' c T p a 
g s r ' s r 
where 
• * . -x-
* _ 2 "VRoTf 
co ( t ) = u V e 
and 
y - (k / p c a L ) 2 
the equations in the three regions can be rewritte 
(l) Solid phase (- <* < y <; Q) 
rJ\ + rT - T = 0 
t y yy 
(2) I n t e r f a c e (y = 0) 
* 
k 
T | - = -Z..T + ~§ T ! -. 
y ' © -L k * y' © 
s 
(3) Gas phase (0 £ y < + ») 
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*W = Q (3*li+) 
where 
constant 0 ̂  y ̂  y„ 
yf < Y <
 + m 
The temperature distribution in the flame zone can be found 
imraediately if it is assumed that the gases achieve the flame temperature 
when combustion is complete. Thus> if T - T „ as y - + <», Equation 
(3-1*0. yields 
T(y) = T a f for (yf < y < + «) (3.15) 
Matching the temperature and its first derivative at y = yf, the thermal 
profile in the flame zone, 0 £ y £ yf, must be 
n n c*(y-yJn 
T(^} = Taf + a (y " 7f} + 2 [1 ' 6 (3'l6) 
(0 s y * yf, 
The temperature graäient in the gas phase at the Interface is then given 
by? 
T | n - - [1 - e'^'f ] (3.17) 
Since, 
# •# # -x- •# 
33 yf = m. -̂ p̂ r 
it can easily be shown for the cases of interest in the present study 
that 
oiyf « 10r 
This means that the value of the exponential term in Equation (3.17) 
Is negligible for all but very low burning rates (see also comments 
in Reference 3*0 • Hence, the temperature gradient of the gases at 
the Interface may be taken as, 
V © =TyU=QA* Ö.I8) 
Equation (3 »13) can then be written. as, 
Vo =-V + ¥r (3.19) 
where 
Z2 - Z2(t) S ( -| ) ( - ^ ) ( -£-* ) „*(t) 
ks c T p a 
P r 's r 
This equation is the time-dependent heat transfer boundary condition 
imposed on the temperature profile in the solid. Thus, the System 
reduces to the problem of describing the behavior of the temperature 
distribution in the unburned solid propellant, which is governed by 
the following initial-value problem: 
T + rf - T = 0 (-» ä y ä 0) (3.20) 
L y yy 
I.C T(y,0) = TQ(y) (a) 
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B C. T(-»,t) = T o (b) 
Ctp 
T (0,t) » ~Z (0*}r + ZQ(Q_p/r = G(t) (c) 
reaction at reaction in 
surface flame 
The instantaneous value of the surface temperature, T = T(0,t), 
sur ' '' 
predicted by this Solution detenaines the surface regression rate r, 
-E /R T 
S' o sur /„ __ > 
r = B e (3.21) 
which specifies the maüü flow rate from the surface according to 
Ä - (P*yc/P*)r (3.22) 
Since this tueory assuines a homogeneous solid phase, it is unable to 
distinguish between mass flow rates of gas and particles. The present 
analysis assumes that the weight percent loading of solids in the 
unburned propellant can be used directly to determine rn and m which 
enter the control volume perimeter. 
Method of Solution 
The Solution of Equation (3.20) is obtained with a method of 
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(51) 
invariant imbedding discussed by Meyer where the desired Solution 
is imbedded in a family of initial value Solutions as opposed to a 
(K2) 
family of boundary value Solutions (e.g., see Lee ' ) . Meyerrs 
(53) method follows from the early ¥ork of Vichnevetsky . The partial 
differential equation at the current value of time is replaced by an 
ordinary differential equation in the space variable. Of eourse, the 
Solution to this equation is a function of the Solution at the previous 
time step. Then, using the theory of charaeteristics for an initial 
value problem, a general Solution can be foiind to the ordinary differ-
ential equation in the space coordinate. Imposing the boundary con-
ditions determines the desired Solution, This technique exhibits an 
(51) implicit behavior which damps numerieal error, and hence is stable 
in a forward marching sense. 
For convenience, use the notation, 
T = T(y) = T(y, time "n") 
T11'1 = ?n'1(y) s T(y, time "n-lrf) 
where all Information is assumed known at time ,Fn-l". Discretize the 
partial time derivative in Equation (3.20) with a backward difference 
to obtain3 
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T. - <T - T 1 1 " 1 ) ^ (3.23) 
Substrtuting Equation (3.23) into Equation (3.20) results in a second-
order ordinary differential equation in y at time "n", viz. 
T" = rT« + i I' i T"-1 (3.2lv) 
where 
£, = ̂ T ~„ = d
2T 
dy 
The boundary conditions to Equation (3.24) follow directly from Equations 
(3-20(b)) and (c), 
T(-yo) = T c s (3.25) 
T«(o) = 5 - 5(time V ) (3.26) 
To circumvent a nuraerical Integration to minus infinity, the solid 
boundary condition is applied at the flutte location, - y . Qbviously, 
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this point must be located deeper in the solid than any thermal wave 
can penetrate. 
By defining the variable, v, as 
v = T (3-27) 
Equation (3.2̂ -) can be represented by the equivalent first order System, 
v (3.28) 
v' B rv + i l - - ~ T11""1 (3.29) 
At At v-> 7/ 
If these equations are regarded as characteristic equations for an 
(54) 
initial value problem then characteristic theory for a first order 
partial differential equation states that the Solution of Equations 
(3.28) and (3.29) generates the integral surface T(y,v) of the equation 
(see Appendix A), 
+ — L'rV + 77 T - 77 T J ss V (3.30) 
3y dv L At At J v y 
7h 
(51) The general Solution of Equation (3-30) can be shown ' to have the 
form, 
T(y,v) * 9(y)v + w(y) (3.31) 
Substitution of Equation (3-31) inte (3.30) shows that 9(y) and w(y) 
must satisfy the equations 
' = i - re - ̂ ~ e2 (3.32) 
w = - ~ e(w - T11"1) (3.33) 
and the boundary conditions, 
(-y0) - 0 (3.3U) 
W-yQ) = TCS (3.35) 
which satisfy Equation (3.25). The Solutions of Equations (3-32) and 
(3*33) specify the integral surface T(y3v) in which the desired Solution 
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is imbedded. This particular Solution is determined by satisfying the 
remaining boundary condition at y = 0; i.e., 
v|Q - G (3.36) 
The Solutions 8(y) and w(y) can he found without knowledge of v by 
integrating Equations (3.32) and (3.33) from (~y ) to (0). Then the 
above boundary condition (Equation 3-36) must be satisfied at y = 0. 
The regression rate r, and G which is a fönetion of r, depend on the 
surface temperature 
T(0,v|J = 9(0) v L + w(0) (3.37) 
This means an Iteration procedura is required to satisfy Equations 
(3.32) and (3.33) simultaneously with. the boundary condition, Equation 
(3.36). Once the boundary condition has been satisfied? the functional 
form of v is found from Equation (3.29) integrated from (0) -* (-y ), 
v' = v[r + 9(y)/At] + i [w(y) - T11"1] (3.38) 
Finally, the temperature profile is given oy 
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T(y, time V ) - T(y) - 9(y)v(y) + w(y) (3.39) 
•Ehe advantage offered by this method is the minimum amount of 
computation time required. For the special case when r in Equation 
(3.24) is constant, only two Integration passes are needed to completely 
deterrnine the Solution, i.e., (l) Equations (3-32) and (3-33) are 
integrated from (~y ) to (0), and the boundary condition Equation (3*36) 
is satisfied at y = 0, (2) Equation (3.38) is integrated from (0) to 
(~y ). When the r in Equation (3»Zh) is not constant, a simple but 
rapidly eonverging Iteration cycle is required as mentioned above. The 
alternative way to solve this second-order differential equation with 
split boundary conditions is known as the "shooting" technique. Begin-
ning at one end of the domain, the unknown valüe of the dependent 
variable or its derivative must be estimated, which allows the equation 
to be integrated to the opposite end. If the boundary condition at 
this end is not satisfied, the estimated boundary condition must be 
revised and the Integration repeated. When the equation or the boundary 
conditions are nonlinear, this process is at best uncertain and may 
require a large number of iterations. 
In the Computer program, the Solutions to Equations (3-33) and 
(3.38) are obtained with a numerical Integration scheine based on the 
trapezoidal rule. Equation (3*32) is a Riccati equation which with 




(y) - Li - e d ° ]/[5l e
 d ° • ' ] c 
(-•y0 * y * o) 
h V V 2 / + At" " 2 
( j !4ü, 
%-[V(i) + At 2 J 
Sa • % " ? i 
The above algörithm can be sumniarized as follows 
(1) Trl~1(y) is known; let r = r[Tn"1(o)] 
(2) Evaluate e(y) from Equation (3.*+0) 
(3) Öolve the initial value problem 
w' = i; 6[w - T
n'Xl 5 v(- y ) «. T At Q GS 
from y = -yQ to y = 0 
(4) Deterrnine 
1(0) - t (0) C + w(0) 
If r[T(0)] dlffers from previous v3 return to (2); otherwise, 
proceed to (5) 
5) Integrate the equatiori, 
v! = v(r + 8/At) f ~r (w - Tn-1) 
from y = 0 to y - - y , using the initial condition v(o) 
G 
(6) Evaluate 
T(y; - Q(y}v{y) + w(y) 
(7) Set 
^ ( y ) - T(y) 
and return to step (l) 
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Comparison with Previous Models 
With the development of the combustion model complete, it is 
possible to compare che final forniulation in the present study with the 
solid propellant combustion analyses of the Prineeton group, led by 
(55 59) Summerfield. These investigations " are directed toward ignition 
and depressurization px'oblems in solid propellant rockets, but the 
combustion process is treated in a similar mariner. Each of these 
studies incorporates the Standard assumptions (l) through (h) (see 
pages 56-58) or their equivalent. Henee the description of the com 
bustion response reduces to a thermal theory (as in the present investi-
gation) which determines a time-dependent teraperature distribution in 
the unburned solid. The basis for comparison will be the type of 
initial value-boundary value problem which is derived in the solid 
phase region, i.e., the equivalent of Equation (3»20). Since the 
analyses differ as to coordinate System, nomenclature, and non-dimen-
sionalization, the comparison in terms of Symbols will be approximate. 
(55) 
The work of Most, et. al. v ' is an ignition study designed to 
predict the "start-up" thrust transient in a solid propellant rocket 
engine with low internal gas velocities (e.g., large port to throat 
area ratio). Spatial variations of static pressure and temperature 
in the Chamber are neglected. Ignition of the propellant is assumed 
to oeeur when the surface temperature exceeds a given constant value. 
Above this temperature, the burning rate is given by the steady state 
expression, r = ap1. Below this temperature, the solid undergoes a 
heating process due to the ignitor gases. The heating process is 
governed by, 
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T4 ~ T - 0 
t yy 
i.e. T(y,0) - TQ(y) 
B.C. T(-<P,t) - T 
es 
kT (0,t) « q ^ + h (T - T ) 
y ' ' ^surface cori gas sur' 
"preignition" 
.surface reaetlon* 
Teonveetive heat transfer" 
'Lfrom ignitor gas 
Since the present analysis is concerned with the transient behavior in 
the engine after the propellant has ignited, this heating effect was 
not studied. 
(56) 
Krier, et. al. 'were the first to present nonlinear results 
for the unsteady burning of solid propellants. Their analysis makes 
use of the dependence of the steady state regression rate on pressure 
r ~ ap 
and on temperature as 
31 
r - b(T ^ T f 
sur es' 
For values of m on the order of 10, che latter expression approximates 
the temperature dependenee of an Arrhenius type law. Using these 
steady State relations to estimate instantaneous burning rates, the 
time dependent problem for the temperature field in the unbuined solid 
is glven by3 
11+ rT - T = 0 
t y yy 
I.C T(y,0) = TQ(y) 
B.C. T(-»,t) - T 
' ' CS 
2n, n/m \ 
im / ,% , surface 
kT (0,t) » q „ r + • — — • 
y tsurface r 
where 
r - T 0 
sur 
O j 
There are several differences with the present analysis, but the functional 
form of the unsteady heat transfer boundary cond.ition to the solid is 
quite similar. This System was solved numerically for assumed. pressure 
variations in t'he flame which simultate ignition, depressurization, 
and oscillatory motion. The results show the possiblity of a run-away 
burning rate under certain conditions when the surface reaction is 
exothermic. They also indicate nonlinear wave forms for burning rate 
as a fünction of tirae for sinusoidal pressure oseillations in the flame. 
These results and a conclusion that the extent of exothermic reactions 
on the burning surface is a major factor in determining unstable burning 
rates are supported qualitative Ty by the present analysis (see Chapter 
IV). 
Also discussed in Reference (56) is the important point con-
cerning the effect of pressure variations in the flame on the flame 
temperature. It is often argued that high frequency disturbances occur 
adiabatically, which allows the instantaneous flame temperature to be 
computed as an isentropic fünction of pressure. At low frequencies, 
the outer region of the flame is usually assumed to be isothermal. 1t 
is quite possible that neither limiting case is true in the actual 
flame, as Summerfield * '' ' has pointed out» Reference (57) speculates 
that entropy waves may appear in the Chamber as a result of the inter-
action between pressure disturbances and the fluctuating flame temper-
ature. Krier5 et. al, ^ were the first to present estimates of the 
magnitude of this entropy Variation as a fünction of frequency. Their 
results (Figure 11, Reference 56) confirm that the edge of the flame 
zone is isothermal under conditions of a low frequency pressure 
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oscillation. Since the flame temperature, and henee the enthalpy of 
combustion, h , is assumed to be constant in the present analysis, the 
fundamental Chamber frequency was computed for all the example cases 
and compared to Krier's predictions. In all cases, the frequenci.es  
are well inside the ränge where the isothermal assumption was found 
to be valid. 
Krier's combustion model is extended in the work of Merkle, et. 
(59) al. where the major difference is the treatment of the ga,s-phase 
flame region. Reference (59) is concerned with the extinguishment of 
burning solid propellants and hence must consider the burning process 
at pressures much lower than the Chamber pressure. The improved gas-
phase flame analysis is based on Summerfield's " ' Granulär Diffusion 
Flame theory. At low pressures (and low temperatures) the flame reaction 
is assumed to be kinetically controlled and at high pressures, it is 
diffusion controlled. The combination of these mechanisms allows both 
processes to be active at intermediate pressure levels, but the limit-
ing cases are recovered at the pressure extremes. The analysis also 
uses an Arrhenius-type surface reaction law in place of the previous 
power law temperature dependence. With the exception of some assump-
tions regarding the gas-phase reaction rate, this analysis and the 
model used in the present investigation are comparable at high Chamber 
pressures where diffusion dominates. The results presented in Reference 
(59) describe the extinction boundaries, i.e., the conditions under 
which the combustion process is quenched. Ho predictions were rriade 
for oscillating instability-type pressure disturbances. 
The recent study of Peretz et. al. presents an analysis of 
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the starting transient of solid propellant rocket motors with high 
internal gas velocities. The trme-dependent behavior of the Single 
phase flow in the combustion Chamber is found with a numerical Solution 
of the one-dimensional finite-difference conservation equations. Pro-
visions are made for the ignitor gases and the approximate effect of 
the nozzle. Below a given value of ignition temperature, the propellant 
grain undergces a heating process by che ignitor gases, described by 
T, - T - 0 
I-C. T(y,o) = T (y) 
B.C T{-».t) B T 
J ' es 
kT (0,t) - • h (T - T ) 
y con gas sur 
where the heat transfer coefficient, h , is an empirical expression 
aecounting for many effects. The problem is reduced to a Single 
ordinary differential equation in time by assuming the spatial depen-
dance of the temperature distribution to be a third-order polynornial, 
The resulting ordinary differential equation for the propellant surfaee 
temperature is solved siraultaneously with the Chamber flow. When the 
surfaee temperature exeeeds the ignition value, the burning rate is 
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assumed to be predicted by 
n ., '(^Ps/up) 
r = ap + kh e 
e con 
The second term accounts for the contribution of erosive burning if the 
appropriate eonstants (k, h s ß) are known, The final results for 
pressure transients in the engine during ignition compare well with the 
experlmental data if the contribution of erosive burning is included. 
Even if the present study had included the effeet of erosive burning 
in the above manner> comparisons with Reference (60) would be diff'icult 
due to the steady State burning experssion used after the propellant 
is ignited. 
The related field of armament problems also requires an analysis 
of the solid propellant combustion problem. In place of a combustion 
Chamber lined with propellant grain, the analysis must model a cylindri-
cal Shell partially filled with a granulated propellant, hence referred 
to as a porous propellant. In Kuos investigation of this problem, 
several complex methods of predicting the time»dependent heating process 
of the porous propellant bed are discussed. Since the a,nalysis is 
directed toward the flame spreading phenomenon, dynamic burning effects 
(55) are ignored. Thus, similar to Most , the Solution to the time-
dependent heating process is obtained until an ignition temperature is 
achieved, and from then on, the burning rate is predicted with the 
n 
steady State expression, r = ap", The time-dependent problem is solved 
with an integral approach whieh assumes the temperature distribution 
in a Single spherical grain is given by 
T(t.E) = To{e P_*(t)i} 
where 
R = propella.nt grain radius 
Substituting this expression into the initial value - boundary value 
problem, 
T - —fRT) a 0 
t Rv 'RR 
I.C. T(R,0) = T (Rj 
o 
B.C. T(O.t) = T 
• es 
h • 
TJR tt) = "S22 TT - T ] 
R p k - gas sur 
results in a Single ordinary differential equation in time for the 
unknown coefficientj Y(t)5 
8? 
|r = function (Y(t), T , E... etc.) dt gas p ' 
The Solution to thls equation is obtained simultaneously with the gas 
dynamic Solution of the flow in the cylindrical Shell which provides 
T ^ . The present study was unsuccessful in an atternpt to use a 
similar approach because of the complex behavior of the temperatui-e 
distriDution in the solid created oy an oscillatory pressure in the 
flame, 
Kitchens has studied a similar problem in porous propellants 
using Kuo's ^ method to describe the heating process, and hence pre-
dict the flame spreading proeess. He correctly noted that for a spher-
ical propellant grain with a small radius., the interior boimdary con» 
dition T(Ojt) = T should be replaced by a vanishing radial derivative. 
Chapter IV discusses the numerical results obtained with the 
combustion model derived in this chapter, as well as the Chamber and 
nozzle flow field model discussed in Chapter II, By combining these 
two analyseSj predictions of the transient response, of the complete 
rocket engine with a burning propellant are obtained. 
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CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Numerical predictions of the response of a rocket engine flow 
field to an arbitrary disturbance are obtained with a combination of 
two Computer codes. One code Incorporates the combustion Chamber and 
nozzle flow field analysis derived in Chapter II. The other code 
determines the time-dependent surface mass flow rate at a given burn 
ing Station along the solid propellant as derived in Chapter III. The 
Chamber and nozzle flow field program Includes the option to accept a 
previously-computed flow field, superpose a continuous or shock wave 
disturbance on this flow field, and then restart the time Integration 
as a new initial-value problem. In the examples of this chapter, the 
disturbances are introduced on the steady state flow field for the 
engine under consideration. The steady state flow field is computed 
as the asymptotic limit of the time Integration, starting fiom the 
assumption that the propellant is ignited and ourning in equilibrium 
at ambient pressure. The code which computes the time-dependent burn-
ing rate of the solid propellant can be separated from the Chamber 
and nozzle flow field program and applied to an isolated burning 
Station. The combustion response curves characteristic of each pro-
pellant are computed with this code by imposing a particular pressure 
oscillation at the flame. 
The füll transient behavior of the rocket engine flow field is 
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deteniiined with a combination of both codes. At every time step, the 
combustion response program determines the propellant mass flow rate 
at each of the burning stations along the grain. The boundary conditions 
needed for determining the local burning rate are based on the instan-
taneous Chamber flow field properties directly below, i.e., at the same 
axial location. The Chamber and nozzle flow field variables are then 
integrated forward in time., and all Information passing through the 
control volume perimeter boundaiy is updated. Thus, the solid propellant 
combustion process is solved simultaneously with the Chamber and nozzle 
flow field. 
One of the complexities of the flow field analysis of Chapter II 
is the tracking of moving shock waves. The Computer routines which 
perform this Operation were checked in a simple test case describing 
the flow in a shock tube. In this computation, the effects of com-
bustion, solid particles and area Variation are ignored. A constant 
area Chamber with closed ends is divided by a diaphram separating 
regions of different pressure. At t = 0, the diaphram is removed and 
the time-dependent calculation tracks a shock wave propagating into 
the low pressure region. The flow field oeiore and after reflection 
from the closed end is illustrated in Figure 1̂4-. The pressure be'hind 
the shock wave at reflection agrees with the value specified in a 
shock-tube manual . This computation used 22 grid points and 
required 30 seconds on the UNIVAC 1108. 
Another indication of proper Operation of the Computer program 
is its ability to coaijpute a steady State flow field as the asymptotie 
limit of a time-dependent computation. For the arbiträrily selected 
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engine Parameters shown as Oase (l) in Appendix B? an ignition transient 
computation was started with the assumption that the propellant was 
burning in equilibrium at ambient pressure. The propellant njass flow 
rate from the surfaee was given by 
mg « 0.1p
0*3 (k.l) 
instead of the time dependent prediction discussed in Chapter III, The 
pressure at the head end of the motor is plotted as a function of time 
In Figure 15. With, the simple burning rate law, ap \ there is no 
Indication of oscillatory motion as the Chamber fills and the pressure 
rises monoton!cally to its steady State value. An exception was found 
with an unrealistically large value of the constant rra". This produced 
a very large initial filling rate whieh led to the formation of a 
shock wave; the shock passed through the throat and out the exit "plane, 
leaving choked flow in the nozzle. A small amplitude wave remained In 
the Chamber but quiekly decayed. The results In Figure 15 confirm that 
a steady flow field is the asymptotic Limit of the time-dependent Inte-
gration in the Computer program. Several Computer experiments indicated 
that the same steady State flow field can be predicted by a computation 
whose initial condition is a reasonabie approximation to the final flow 
field. This, of course, would be expected. Since the present study is 
directed toward the transient behavior of the engine after It has achieved 
füll thrust, computations of the steady State flow field for all the 
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cases to follow were started frora an isentropic flow initial condition. 
The errors in this approximate initial flow field were quickly elirüinated 
in the time-dependent computation. All flow field variables of the 
steady State Solution are printed on cards which can be read back into 
the program at a later time to restart the computation. 
The steady State engine flow field obtained in the above cal-
culation was subjected to a shock wave disturbance to study the engine 
response characteristics. Of course, the new caloulation has exactly 
the same engine parameters and combustion model as the previous com-
putation. The steady State flow field was altered with the addition 
of a shock wave disturbance near the head end of the Chamber, simulating 
the effect of an explosive Charge (see t - 0 flow field in Figure l6)„ 
The pressures behind the shock wave are l.k times the steady State 
values and the shock begins to propagate with a Mach number of 1.17-
Figure 17 shows the pressure-time history at the head end of the Chamber. 
The disturbance is still a shock wave on the first reflection but all 
other reflections indicate a continuous disturbance. Spatial pressure 
distributions in the motor at the four time points Indicated in Figure 
17 are illustrated in Figure 16, The mass flow control of a choked 
throat is shown by the pressure profile ab point (l) . The shock wave 
has passed through the throat leaving behind a la.rge surge of pressure 
which is effectively blocked by the choked condition. At this instant, 
the Mach number in the geometric throat is approximately 1.2, as shown 
in Figure 18, This would imply that an approximate nozzle entrance-
plane boundary condition which assumes a unity throat Mach number intro 
duces uhknown error into the reflection process. As the pressure surge 
9̂  
(in (̂  ) propagates back irpstreaja, it reforms into a shock wave which 
reflects from the head end of the Chamber. The strength of the reflected 
shock is greatly reduced, as shown in (2) . After the second nozzle 
reflection proeess, the remaining disturbance is too weak to reform 
into a shock wave as shown in (̂) • Tat; disturbance remains a continuous 
wave from here on. The distribution at point (3) also indicates the 
appearance of a higher mode which is following the raain disturbance, 
This is also confirmed by the tirrie-history in Figure 17 with the sraaller 
pressure wavelet (at t = l.k) which ia following the main disturbance» 
At time point © } the pressure distribution shows that only small 
amplitude dlsturbances remain. The rapid decay of the original shock 
wave disturbance is due to two effects. The convective losses through 
the nozzle are very large since the area ratio is ij-.O, which is unreal 
istically low for most solid propellant rocket engines. In addition, 
the combustion response of the propellant was predicted with the steady 
0.3 
State expression, m. = 0.1p . The ability of this model to drive or 
o 
sustain a disturbance traveling in the combustion Chamber is minimal. 
This point has been conjectured before, and it is borne out by the 
present computationa 
The effect of solid particles in the gas flow on the engine 
response was investigated in a similar fashion. The steady state com-
n . 
bustion expression, ap ^ was used with a pressure exponent of 0.4-. 
The area ratio of the nozzle was increased to 11.6 bo reduce the large 
convective losses of the previous case. The behavior of two nearly 
identical engines (see Case 2, Appendix B) was investigated, one with-
out particles and the other with 10̂ t average diameter particles at a 
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ten percent weight loading. A continuous disturbance (see Figure 19), 
whose maximum amplitude was forty percent of the Chamber pressure was 
superposed on the steady state pressure distribution In both cases. 
The head end pressure-time history of the altered eng Ine flow fio'lri 
wlth no particles is shown in Figure 20. The deeay rate of the dis-
turbance is less than in Ca.se (l) due to the Increased area ratio, 
but the combustion response is again too weak to susbain the distur-
bance. The head end pressure-time history of the similar engine with 
10p. diameter particles is shown In Figure 21. The dashed curve in 
this figure is the same result shown in Figure 20. Comparison of the 
two curves reveals several anticipated trends resulting from the 
addition of solid particles to the flow. In this example, the small 
amount of higher harmonic content when no particles are present is 
smoothed out when the IOJJL particles are added to the flow. Thus, 
disturbances at higher frequencies than the first fundamental mode 
may be strongly damped by the drag effect of the particles, If the 
average partlcle diameter Is tuned to that frequency. Although this 
smoothing effect broadens the base of the pressure wave-forrn at the 
fundamental frequency, It does not noticeably affect the decay rate 
of the pressure maximums. Another prominant feature is the decrease 
in the effective wave speed in the gas-particle mixture over a cycle, 
as demonstrated by the Increased time between reflections at the 
head endo 
The Computer results In the above example confirm the expected 
effect of solid particles. They also serve to emphasize that modeling 
these particles as inert spheres which create drag and dlssipate energy 
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will not provide an explanation of why longltudinal Instabiiities are 
sometimes aggrevated with the use of metalized solid propellants. 
Although spherical inert particles ean be expeeted to attenuate the 
high frequency unsteady motion and contribute to the broadening of lower 
frequency large amplitude motions their overall Importänee in the 
present problem is secondary. For this reason, further results des-
cribed in this dissertation will neglect the presence of solid particles 
in the flow. Consequently, any conclusions drawn from results showing 
a decaying disturbance without particles present remain valid; however, 
conclusions about the growth of disturbances must be tempered with the 
possible contribution of the particle flow. 
The behavlor of the combustion response was investigated for 
an isolated burning Station using the time-dependent model derived in 
Chapter III. In each of the following examples, a given pressure-time 
history was imposed on the gas-phase fiame. Hence3 It is assumed that 
the mass flow response i'rora. the surface has no effect on the pressure 
disturbance; this is not the case when the burning stations are coupled 
to the Chamber and nozzle flow fielet. For the set of propellant and 
flame parameters listed as Case (3) in Appendix B? the time-dependent 
surface mass flow rate was computed for two sinusoidal pressure oscll-
lations, each with an amplitude of ten percent of the pressure in the 
flame. This example demonstrates the difference in combustion response 
to a low frequency (w = 2rr) and a high frequency (w = k-Qn) disturbance» 
Using a time-scale non-dimensionaliaed by the period of oscillation, 
the results in Figure £2 show that the mass flow rate "leads" the low 
frequency pressure oscillation and "lags" the high frequency one. This 
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is in agreement with the results from linearized combustion response 
(2.6) 
theory ^ . To demonstrate some of the nonlinear character of the 
time-dependent model, the two cas.es were rerun with a ten percent 
amplltude square wave pressure disturbance of the same period. The 
response to the square wave and the sine wave are shown together in 
Figure 23 for the low frequency case and in Figure 2k for the high 
frequency case. rTlie responses are distinctly nonlinear. These results 
support a conclusion from Reference (56) that the nonlinear effeet on 
peak to peak mass flow rate variations is diminished at high frequency. 
The square wave pressure disturbance is admittedly artificial, but the 
results demonstrate an important point. When the pressure disturbance 
is no longer a small amplltude sinusoidal osciilation, the nonlinearity 
of the System (Equation 3»20) is very important in determining the 
transient combustion response. Thus, predicting the response to 
arbitrary pressure disturbances with the results of a linearized theory 
could lead to large errors. 
One of the important results from linearized combustion response 
theory is a plot of the real part of the response function, R = —*— , 
Ap/p 
as a function of the nondimensionalized frequency, H. A curve of this 
type can be constructed for each propellant System. The value at a 
given frequency represents the magnitude of the response to a small 
amplltude pressure oscillation, but it is not an indication of whether 
a rocket engine containing this propellant will be stable or unstable. 
It is a useful guide to estimating the effeet of a change in mean 
burning rate, Chamber temperature, etc3 on the behavior of the pro-
pellant in the engine. A similar combustion response curve can be 
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predicted with the nonlinear time-dependent model by repeating the 
computatlons, shown in Figure 22 for small amplitude pressure oscillations, 
over" a Wide frequency ränge. A value of £ is computed frotii each time-
dependent profile. The syrribois in Figure 25 are the results of such 
a calculation. Also plotted on the graph is the two-parameter combustion 
response function predicted by linear theory for the combustion model 
used in the time-dependent Solution. The values of A and B were computed 
from Equations (k.lk) and (4.32) of Reference (3̂ +). The agreement is 
good except at the higher frequencies. However, for other propellant 
Systems to be discussed, a similar difference between the two computations 
also appears at low frequencies. It is believed that these discrepancies 
are due to the influence of the time-dependent regression rate multi-
plying the temperature gradient term in Equation (3.20) and the behavior 
of the nonlinear boundary condition, Equation (3.20)(c). 
It should be emphasized that not all propellant Systems respond 
to a ten percent amplitude sinusoidal pressure oscillation with a 
sinusoidal mass flow rate. The propellant parameters used in the cal-
culation of Figure 25 lead to what might be called a "mild" response, 
since the value of the maximum response (where the mass flow rate is 
in-phase with the pressure oscillation) is a,bout 2.2. Other more 
responsive propellant Systems may exhibit an entirely different com-
bustion response, as will be evident short.Ty* 
Predictions of engine stability require the simultaneous Solution 
of the unsteady combustion process and the unsteady flow in the Chamber 
and nozzle. A large number of propellant and engine parameters must 
be specified in any one case. With the limited time available? the 
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present analysis chose to study the influence of the pyrolysis reaction 
at the propellant surface upon engine stability. There is considerable 
speculation about the nature and extent of this reaction. Beekstead, 
Derr and Priee have investigated the steady State burning rate of 
monopropellants and composite propellants with AP as an oxidizer, Their 
results suggest that the net heat re.lease of this reaction is exothermic, 
with a value of approximately 120 cal/gm for an AP monopropellant. Since 
the heat of Sublimation for AP is about 585 cal/gm (en&öthermic), a very 
exothermic reaction is occurring at the surface. In an attempt to 
isolate the effect of this reaction, the following combustioii parameters 
were held constant in the examples which follow: 
Solid propellant: 
p =1 density of propellant « 1.95 gm/cm = 121.8 lbm/ft 
s 
T* ss cold solid temperatme = 300°K « 51+0°R 
es 
E - activation energy of surface reaction - 20 kcal/mole 
s 
•x-
cs = heat capacity of propellant = .275 cal/gm
0K = .275 BTü/lb. -°R 
k ss thermal conductivity of propellant - 1.20 x 10 cal/em-sec- K 
= 8.06 x lü"5 BTü/ft-sec-°R 
Gas phase: 
Y = isentropic index = 1.2 
c* = specific heat « 0.30O cal/gm~cK = 0 300 BTü/lb -°P> 
Jr "* 
.Jf. 
Tf a flame temperature - 2500°K = ̂ 500°R 
W =3 average molecular weight = 22 gm/gm-mole = 22 1b /lb -mole 
Ep = activation energy of flame reaction == 30 kcal/mole 
* -k 
k = thermal conductivity = 2,0 x 10 cal/cm-sec- K 
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The remaining parameters are determined by balancing the equations at 
steady State with typical experimental values. For example, a regression 
rate of 1 cm/sec at a surface temperature of 880°K detexmines the eoxi-
stant B in Equation (3-3). Using this surface temperature and the 
assumed value for Q, the steady state energy balance across the pro-
s 
• * 
pellant and the flame specifies the heat release term, Q~, in the gas 
phase. Then with the value of the expected Chamber pressure in the 
engine at steady state, the heat transfer boundary condition at the 
propellant surface determines the constant in the gas phase reaction 
rate, i.e.« us (see Equation 3«H)* A- sample calculation is shown 
in Appendix C. 
A starting point in the investigation of nonlinear stability of 
the complete rocket engine was a propellant System with only Sublimation 
as a surface reaction. Using the above-mentioned propellant parameters 
which are typical of AP propellants, and the assumption that Q = + 585 
cal/gm (+ 1,053 BTU/lb ) endothermic, the steady state balance procedure 
was used to determine the remaining parameters [see Gase (h), Appendix 
B, also Appendix C]. These values were used to compute A and B for 
the two-parameter combustion response funct.lon which is plotted in 
Figure 26, The curve is quite flat, indicating no preferential ränge 
of frequencies. In this ease, a small amplitude oscillation at the 
fundamental frequency of the Chamber, corresponding to H - 10 in Figure 
26, produces a value of mass flow response less than 0.9- The steady 
state flow field for this engine was altered with a shock wave distur-
bance in the same manner as the t = 0 plot of Figure 16. The pressure 
increase behind the shock is forty pereent of the steady state pressure 
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at the same location, The pressure-time history at the head end of the 
Chamber is shown in Figure 2?» The results show that the initial shock 
wave has become a continuous disturbance on the first reflection, and 
continues to decay thereafter. The effect of the flat combustion res-
ponse curve is evident as the deca.ying fundamental mode transfers 
energy to the higher harmönics. Since all modes have nearly the same 
value of combustion response, the higher harmoni.cs remain prominent as 
the wave form decays. It is concluded that this angine is stable when 
perturbed by a large amplitude disturbance and> therefore it is unlikely 
that this System would be capable of spontaneous instability in the 
longitudinal mode. 
The effect of an exothermic surface reaction on the stability 
of a rocket engine is studied in the following example. The combustion 
response curve in Figure 25 is the result of assuming the net heat 
release in the pyrolysis reaction to be 100 cal/gm, exothermic. Two 
engines were designed so that their fundamental frequencies operate 
at different points on the same curve, Referring to Figure 25, Case 
(5) operates at Q = 10 with a response of approximately 2. Since this 
point is past the peak response., the propellant mass flow rate would 
be expected to lag a small amplitude pressure oscillation at the 
fundamental frequency (and fcr higher harmönics). Case (6) operates 
at fl = 1.5 with a response of l.k. At this point, the propellant mass 
flow rate would be expected to lead a small amplitude pressure oscillation 
at the fundamental frequency, it would also lead at the next two har-
monics, each of which has a larger value of combustion response than 
the fundamental mode. Both engines were subjected to an initial shock 
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wave disturbance which created a forty percent increase in pressure 
(similar to t = 0 plot of Figure l6), The head end pressure-time 
history, along with the instantaneous mass flow response for the "burning 
Station located at the head end, are shown together in Figure 28 for 
Gase (5) and in Figure 29 for Case (6). Comparison of the two figures 
indicates a noticeable difference in the mass flow response. For a 
large amplitude disturbance (partikularly a shock wave), the eoncept 
of leading or lagging the pressure oscillation is augmented by the 
difference in the transient responses. Case 5 (lag) responds with 
wider and more gentle mass flow rate peaks, and with very little higher 
harmonic content as the pressure wave form decays. The minimum amount 
of higher mode content in the pressure wave form is the result of the 
reduced mass flow response at higher frequencies with an even greater 
amount of lag. Case (6) (lead) shows a Sharp-peaked mass flow rate 
which responds right behind the shock wave, fürther increasing the 
pressure at reflection. This acts as a driver for the shock wave 
which is sustained for two cycles. Once the initial shock becomes 
a large amplitude continuous wave, the mass flow response does not 
lead it, but remains nearly in-phase with it. In addition to the 
greater magnitude of response at higher frequencies, this creates a 
more prominent higher harmonic content in the pressure waveform. The 
fact that the peak value of the disturbance after six cycles is s.lightly 
greater in Case (6) [fö = l.k"] than Case (5) [fö = 2.0] demonstrates the 
importance of the phase condition. In general, a mass flow rate which 
responds after the pressure disturbance has passed is not an effective 
driver for eombustion instabilities. 
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The rocket engines analyzed so far liave been unable to sustain 
large amplitude disturbances and would be considered quite stable. For 
the engine parameters used. in these examples, the combustion response 
is insufficient to match the iosses through the nozzle. If the exo-
thermic heat release in the surface reaction is adj'usted to 115 cal/gm, 
the response function increases to that shown in Figure 30. The 
following example [Case (7), Appendix B] employs this propellant System 
in the rocket engine of Case (5). Again, the operating point for the 
fundamental mode is ,Q - 10, but the combustion response magnitude has 
increased to approximately 3? as computed by the nonlinear time-dependent 
combustion model. The steady state flow field for this motor was altered 
with a continuous disturbance with a maximum amplitude of forty percent 
of the Chamber pressure (same as Figure 19). The head end pressure-
time history of the restarted computation is illustrated in Figure 31. 
At the end of the first cycle the amplitude of the disturbance has 
increased, but it then proceeds to decay. Thus even this response 
function is not sufficient to sustain the disturbance when the mass 
flow response lags the pressure disturbances at all Chamber frequencies. 
Increasing the net heat release of the surface pyrolysis reaction 
from 115 cal/gm to 122 cal/gm (exotherraic) produces a la,rge increase 
in the combustion response curve, as shown in Figure 32. This combustion 
model was used in the same rocket engine as discussed in the previous 
Paragraph. The nonlinear time-dependent Solution for the combustion 
response indicates a response value of approximately 3.6 at the funda-
mental frequency (f) ~ 10) of the combustion Chamber with the new model 
[see Case (8), Appendix B], The steady State flow field was altered 
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with a continuous disturbance with a raaximum amplitude of twenty per-
cent of the Chamber pressure (see Figure 33). The head end pressure-
time history of the restarted computation is shown in Figure 3^. The 
disturbance increases at first, and then decays slowly. The out-of-
phase mass flow response is still evident in the behavior of the higher 
modes. To investigate the possibility of triggering this engine with 
a larger amplitude disturbance, the computation was rerun with a forty 
percent amplitude continuous disturbance (Figure 33) of the same shape. 
The head end pressure-time history along with the instantaneous mass 
flow rate for the burning Station at the same location are shown in 
Figure 35- This plot indicates the possible formation of a limit cycle 
oscillation at nearly twice the initial disturbance amplitude. However, 
a dramatic change is evident in the character of the mass flow response. 
This behavior is a sharp but finite-amplitude "spike". As would be 
expected, when the burning rate spikes, the flow field pressure also 
rises sharply at the same location. 
The phenomenon of a burning rate spike was not ant iclpat-ed when 
the computational method was constructed. Although provisions were 
made for traveling discontinuities, the region between any two moving 
boundaries was assumed to be smooth and continuous. Herice, a Taylor 
series tnmcated after the seeond order term is the basis for the 
forward marching time Integration of the conservation equations. Äs 
an illustration, consider the homogeneous equations for gas flow only.* 
f, + Af - 0 
t x 
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where f is a vector with components p, u, and S, and A is the appro-
priate coefficient matrix. If this System is expanded in a second-
,. .. (hl) 
order Taylor series, the truncation error is given by 
\ [Af AtÄx2 + f, ,, At3] + . . . 
6 xxx ttt 
If a mass flow spike creates a similar disturbance in f, then f,,, and 
f _ can become significant (also, see Appendix D). Thus, integrating 
the flow field equations with the present seherne introduces unknown 
truncation errors whenever the mass flow spikes. There is no obvious 
way to pro-perly aecount for this phenomenon within the present com-
putational method without recourse to unreasonably small values of 
At and Ax. Thus, flow field predictions which include mass flow rate 
spikes are assumed to represent the proper trend in the rocket engine, 
but the numerical values have unknown aecuraey. Heftee, no attempt was 
made to compute the final form of a limit cycle oscillation in the 
motor under these conditions. 
The behavior of the nonlinear combustion model can be studied 
in more detail without the combustion Chamber analysis and its asso-
ciated truncation error. The following results were generated by the 
Computer code which solves the time-dependent burning problem at a 
Single burning Station for any assumed pressure Variation in the flame 
zone. Each calculation used 1000 time "stepsn per cycle of pressure 
oscillation and the convergence criterion for satisfying the boundary 
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condition at the Interface was s?ven sjgnificant digits. The response 
of the eombustion inodel used in Oase (8) [;i.e., Figure 32, Q = - 122 
cal/gm] was determined for several sine wave pressure oscillations at 
the fundamental frequeney of the Chamber (O -- 10). Figure 3o shows 
the mass flow response to a sinusoidal pressure oscillation with an 
amplitude of five percent of the raean chajnber pressure (note: the 
time scale is nondimensionalized by the period of the pressure oscillation, 
i.e., t = 5 is the end of the fifth cycle). After a transient adiustment 
during t.he first cycle, the mass flow rate establishes a sinusoidal-type 
wave form. Closer inspcction reveals that the maximum values of this 
wave form alternaie between a high and low value for successive cycles. 
The minimum values are tue same. '.L'he alternating high-low trend is 
very pronounced when the amplitude of the pressure oscillation is 
increased to ten percent as shown in Figure 37- This result shows 
a transient behavlor which leads ao a spike on the fifth cycle. Fepeat-
ing the saiTie ealculalvion with a fifteen percent amplitude pressure 
cscillation produces an alternating paftern of spikes on every other 
cycle as shown in Figure 38. Finally, increasing the amplitude of the 
pressure oscillation to twenty percent results in a similar wave form 
which repeats every two cycles (see Figure 39)« 
These predletions of combustion response are based on sinusoidal 
pressure oscillations at a Single frequeney, corresponding to H - 10 on 
the response curve s'nown in Figarrc 32. oince the surface mass flow 
rate lags a small .amplitüie pressure oscillation at this frequency, 
it was decided to j nvest.igate t'ie lead portion of the curve in the 
same way. A lead case was diesen at fi =•• 3 öecause the combustion 
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response magnitude is almost identical to that at n = 10« The pro-
pellant mass flow rate due to a five percent amplitude sinusoidal 
pressure oscillation at Q = 3 is shown in Figure k-0 (note: the time 
Scale is nondimensionalized by the period of the pressure oscillation), 
The response to a six percent pressure oscillation is also shown on 
the same graph. Comparison of the two curves illustrates the evolution 
of the spike and the small amplitude peak seen in the previous results. 
However-j the phase characteristic plays an important role. For pressure 
oscillations at Q = 10, the spikes formed after the pressure maximum; 
at Q = 3? they appear to be forming before the pressure rn.axim.um. This 
is confirmed when the pressure amplitude is increased to ten percent 
as shown in Figure kl. Note that this wave-form is similar to that in 
Figure 39 which required a twenty percent amplitude pressure oscillation. 
However, the oscillation at Q - 3 leads to a spike on ê /ery cycle, 
where at Q = 10 the spike occurred on every other cycle. 
It is also of interest to determine the nonlinear "behavior of 
the combustion model at the frequency corresponding to the maximum 
response value. This was carried out for a combustion model with a 
net heat release at the surface of 120 cal/gm (exothermic), The 
corresponding combustion response curve is shown in Figure 1+2, which 
indicates that the mass flow rate shouid be in-phase with a small 
amplitude pressure oscillation at a frequency of Q = 5*5. The mass 
flow response due to a sinusoidal pressure oscillation at Q » 5.5 
with an amplitude of one percent of the mean pressure in the flame is 
shown in Figure *+3a. After a short transient period, the wave form 
shows no evidence of the nonlinear influence. Repeating this 
io6 
calculation with a five percent amplitude pressure oscillation produces 
the distorted wave-form shown in Figure kQb. This closely resembles 
the result shown in Reference (5o) for a ten percent pressure oscillation 
v/ V A/_ w 
in a combustion model with H = .80 (H = » Q /c (T - T ) = 0.75 in the 
N s' s sur es 
present example), If the pressure amplitude is increased to 7.5 percent, 
the mass flow response behaves in the transient manner shown in Figure 
lj-3c. A spike occurs just after the pressure maximum on the second cycle, 
but does not reappear until the fifth cycle. This behavior seems to indi-
cate the existence of a threshold amplitude criterion, possibly including 
a time derivative, which must be exceeded before a spike can occur on 
every cycle. Whatever the eriterion, it is exceeded when the pressure 
oscillation amplitude is increased to ten percent, as shown in Figure 
U3d. After the transient adjustment of the first cycle, the mass flow 
response is characterized by a repeating pattern of spikes. In the 
response to a 7-5 percent amplitude oscillation, the two mass flow rate 
spikes occurred after the pressure maximums. In the response to a ten 
percent amplitude oscillation, the spikes are exactly in-phase with 
the pressure maximums. This type of combustion response would exert 
a substantial driving force on a disturbance In the combustion Chamber, 
The combustion response spike can be examined In more detail with 
a semi-log plot on an expanded time scale. The mass flow rate between 
t « 3.20 to 3.30 shown in Figure 43d is replotted in Figure kh. This 
time interval corresponds to 0.5̂ 3 mil-sec in real time. Most of the 
"spike" occurs in l/lO of this time, of l/lOO of the pressure 
oscillation. Since the spike takes place over a Short time interval, 
it would be expected that the related temperature fluctuations in the 
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solid propellant will be restricted to a region close to the surface. 
Three temperature profiles in the imburned solid are shown in Figure 
k5 for the ,Tspike" iilustrated in Figure kk. The temperature profile 
® at t = 3.022 is before the peak, profile (g) at t = 3*2^5 is at the 
peak, and profile (3) at t = 3-203 occurs after the peak. The temper-
ature profile at t - 4,022, i.e.j, one cycle later, is identieal to that 
in (l) - During the spike, the movement of the time-dependent temperature 
distribution in the solid is seen to be confined within three non~ 
dimensional unit-depths from the surface. For this propellant system, 
-2 
three units represents 1.3 x 10 cm. Actually, the large amplitude 
4-y, 
temperatures propagate inward less than l/lO ' of this distance. Thus, 
temperature fluctuations very close to the propellant surface play a 
dominant role in the unsteady mass flow response, 
The temperature distribution at the peak of the spike shows that 
a severe gradient at the surface is sustained for a short time. If 
the thermal conductivity of the unburned propellant were increased, this 
should produce a noticeable effect on the surface temperature fluctuations. 
The propellant system (Figure ̂ 2) whieh exhibits the repeating spikes 
shown in Figure hSä. was altered by doubling the thermal conductivity of 
the solid propellant (k = 2 A i 10 cal/sec-°K-cm) „ All other 
new 
physical properties remained the same. This new system responds to 
the same ten percent amplitude pressure oscillation in the flame with 
the mass flow rate shown in Figure k6. The results show no trace of 
any spike. This change can also be reasoned from the combustion res-
ponse curve shown in Figure k2. Doubling the thermal conductivity does 
not change the response curve5 but it does shift the frequency of the 
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operating point. Thus, the results in Figure h6 are for a pressure 
disturbance at Q = 11, which Is well Into the lag portlon of the curve. 
The fact that Figure K6 resembles Figure 36 is to be expected, Another 
important parameter governing the mass flow response is the activation 
energy of the surface pyrolysis reaction, Decreasing the value of the 
activation energy will substantially reduce the sensitiv!ty of the 
regression rate to temperature variations. The propellant system with 
the response curve shown in Figure k-2 was again altered by assuming 
the activation energy of the surface reaction, E , to be 10 kcal/mole. 
s 
This new system was subjected to the same ten percent amplibude pressure 
oscillation which led to the repeating spikes of Figure ^3d. The mass 
flow response is shown In Figure k-7 to be a nearly perfect sine wave. 
This change might also be anticipated from the movement of the combustion 
response curve. Plotted on Figure k2 is the linear combustion response 
-X-
curve for the above propellant system with E - 10 kcal/mole. The 
operating frequency is still Q = 5.5, but tne magnitude of the response 
is only slightly greater than unity. This accounts for the sinusoidal 
mass flow response shown In Figure ]+7-
In the study up to this point, all computations of the transient 
behavior of the complete rocket englne have been initiated with a large 
amplitude disturbance. Since longitudinal combustion instabilities in 
actual engines seem to arise spontaneously, they presumably orlginate 
from small amplitude unorganized disturbances which may be present in 
the Chamber. The propellant system with Q = - 120 cal/gm, whose com-
s ' 
bustion response curve is shown in Figure k£9 was emplcyed in a rocket 
engine [see Gase (9), Appendix B] designed to operate near the peak 
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response. The propellant mass flow rate should be in-phase with a small 
amplitude pressure oscillation at the fundamental frequency of the 
Chamber in Case (9)« The steady-state flow field for this motor was 
altered with a ten percent amplitude continuous disturoance, with the 
same shape as shown in Figure 33. The time-history of the pressure at 
the head end of the Chamber is shown in Figure 4̂-8 for the restarted 
computation. The instantaneous propellant mass flow rate at the same 
location is also shown in the figure. The results show that the dis-
turbance is sustained at approximately the initial amplitude for two 
cycles, However, after the second reflection, the mass flow rate spikes 
creating a related. Jump in pressure. As mentioned before, the trun-
cation error introduced into the time-dependent flow field by this 
behavior of the propellant burning rate will compromise its accuracy. 
Thus, the flow field response beyond t - 1.3 must be interpreted as a 
trend. The results show an unmistakable trend toward a large amplitude 
disturbance which becomes a shock wave by the sixth reflection, Thus, 
within the accuracy limits of the present computational scheine, a pro-
pellant System described by typical values of an AP-propellant is shown 
to be capable of driving a small amplitude disturbance into a large 
amplitude axial instability in the solid propellant rocket engine. 
HO 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AKD RECOMMENDATIONS 
A mathematical model describing the behavior of a solid propellant 
rocket engine with a cylindrically perforated propellant grain has been 
developed to predict the time-dependent response of the engine flow 
field to arbitrary disturbances. The Solution includes the unsteady 
flow in the nozzle. The equations describing the pressure-coupled 
combustion response of the burning solid propellant are solved simul-
taneously with the Chamber and nozzle flow field. The results obtained 
confirm that: 
(a) The unsteady flow in the choked nozzle is important in 
determining how disturbances in the engine are reflected in the throat 
region. Specifically, when large amplitude disturbances are present, 
the Mach number in the geometric throat cannot be assumed to remain at 
unity. 
(b) The ability of typical diameter, inert, mono-disperse solid 
particles to damp low frequency axial motion is minimal. Although the 
drag force due to the suspended inert particles will smooth out higher 
frequency disturbances, the overall effect of inert particles is secon-
dary. However, if properly modeled., the actual particle formation pro-
cess and the energy release associated with metal combustion in the gas-




(c) For all flow fields examined, the steady State propellant 
burning rate law, r = ap (n < l), was incapable of sustaining longi-
tudinal instabilities. This indicates that the dynamic burning rate 
characteristics of solid propellants cannot be ignored in a study of 
the transient behavior of a solid propellant rocket motor. 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the present results 
for rocket engine flow field response to arbitrary disturbances: 
(1) A pressure-coupled solid propellant combustion model, based 
on coinmonly employed assumptions, predictr* that large amplitude burning 
rate spikes will occur under certain conditions when the net heat 
release in the surface reaction is exothermic. Thus, the details of 
the Condensed phase of the combustion process near the surface are 
extremely important. 
The predictions of this model must be interpreted within the 
constraints of the assumptions. Certainly, including a more sophisti-
cated model of Condensed phase reactions and treating the gas-phase 
flame as truly time-dependent may alter these predictions somewhat. The 
important point is, however that small amplitude pressure oscillations 
in the flame do not necessarily result in small amplitude propellant 
burning rates. 
(2) With this combustion model, the numerical Solution for 
the rocket engine flow field predicts the possibility that small ampli-
tude disturbances may grow into large amplitude axial instabilities. 
These numerical results must be interpreted as a trend when the burning 
rate exhibits spikes, as a result of the unavoidable truncation errors 
in the time Integration scheme. However, it appears that even without 
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the contribution of velocity eoupling, the combustion response due to 
pressure coupling alone has the potential for driving large amplitude 
axial instabilities. 
(jh) 
(3) Maxvman? s v conelusion that a combustion response magni-
tude of 3 to k is the minimvm value needed to sustain large amplitude 
axial instability is qualitatively correct. However, the phase relation-
ship between the mass flow rate öf the burning propellant and the pres-
sure disturbance is extremely important. If the disturbances in the 
engine achieve large amplitude.s, a propellant System operating on the 
lead portion of the combustion response curve will be considerably 
more effective in driving an instability than one operating on the lag 
po,:tion ui" the curve. 
Toward the goai of making quantitative predictions of the sus-
ceptibility of a given rocket engine and propellant System to axial 
instability, 1t is recommended tlat the following tvo areas receive 
fürther attention: 
(1) The solid propellant combustion proeess must be modeled in 
greater detail by removing the assumptions of a quasi-steady flame and 
no Condensed phase reactions. A thorough study of the time-depen&ent 
behavior of this model should indicate what changes occur in the spikes 
found by the present analysis. Tf the Sharp, finite-amplitude burning 
rate spikes remain, then a new method of integrating the conservation 
equations in the Chamber will be required. 
(2) To deal with metal-loaded composite propellants., the solid 
particle formation proeess including the combustion of molten metal 
agglomerates entrained in the gas flow must be aecounted for in the 
model. This has the potential of being a significant energy source for 
driving axial instabilities. 
These improvements, added to the capabilities of the present analysis, 
should be a significant step toward "a priori" predictions of axial 
instabil.it ies in rocket Systems in the design stage., 
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APPENDIX A 
DERIVATION OF EQUATION (3-30), CHAPTER III 
(5*0 Following Sneddon's work, consider a linear first-order 
partial differential equation of the form, 
P(x,y5z) —• + Q(x,y,z) ~ = R(x,y,z) (A.l) 
The Solution to Equation (A.l) is an arbitrary function of the Solutions 
to the characteristic equations 
dx dy dz 
P ~ Q ~ R 
(A.2 
or 
% = R/Q (A-3) 
§=P/Q (A.U) 




T --» z 
V -* X 
y -* y 
ff = R/Q ' (A-5) 
§ = P / Q (A.6) 
R(T, v, y) »v 
Q(T, v3 y) - 1 
P(l, v, y) - rv + jL (T - P1"1) 
the characteristic equation.s [Equations (A.5j A.6)] become 
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f' = v 
1 A ""n 1 
v* = rv + —- (T - T ) 
At ' 
which are identical to Equations (3-28, 3.29). The Solution to this 
System must then yield the Solution to 
g'g^itf-r1»-
by comparison with Equation (A.l). This is Equation (3.30). 
APFEIDIX B 
ENGINE AND PROPELLAFI PAPAMETERS USED IN COMPUTATIONS 
Case ( 1 ) 
Chamber radius = 1.0 ft. Chamber temperature = i4-500°R 
Engine length = 10.0 ft. Chamber pressure 
Grain length = 8.0 ft. 
Nozzle area ratio - h,Q 
Case (2) 






Chamber temperature = -̂500 R 
Chamber pressure 
Chamber radius = 1.0 ft. 
Engine length - 10.0 ft. 
Grain length = 8.0 ft. 
Nozzle area ratio = 11.65 Isentropic index 





Chamber radius = 1.0 ft. Chamber temperature = ̂ 500°R 
Engine length = 10.0 ft. Chamber pressure 
Grain length = 8.0 ft, rri 
o 
Nozzle area ratio =* II.65 • m 
P 
K - ^h.^G Isentropic Index 
Case (3) 
Flame temperature = ̂ -500°R 
Flame pressure =s 1000 psia 
Isentropic index = 1.20 
= 39^ psia 
= 0.008p0*11 
=3 0.1 m 
g 
= 1.20 
Mean molecular weight = 29 Ib /lb -mole 
m' m 
-5f -£ 
Q, = -100 cal/gm Q^ = 5̂ 5 cal/gm 
•)(• -x-
c = 0.275 cal/gm-°K c * 0.300 cal/gm-°K 
-ir 
k * = 1 . 2 x 10~3 ca l /cm- k = 2 .0 x 10 cal /cm-sec-°K 
s / g / 
sec- K 
ijL O -X-
p̂  ss 1.95 gm/cm E = 30 kcal/mole 
E =20 kcal/mole 
r al.0 cm/sec @ p = 1000 psla, T = 880°K 7 ' sur 
All the cases listed below Include the following values unless other-
wise noted: 
Solid propellant: 
p* =1.95 gm/cm3 = 121.8 lb /ft3 
nr 
* T a 300°K = 5^0°K 
CS 
c* = 0.275 cal/gm-°K a 0,275 BTU/lb -°R 
k = 1.20 X 10" 3 cal/cm-sec-°K: = 8.06 x 1 0 ° BTU/ft-sec- ' 
s ' ' m 
 .   ~  --*1 ' - • 0T-- - -1-'"5 
s 
E = 2 0 keal /mole 
s 
Gas phase : 
y = 1.20 
T f = 2500°K = 4500
oR 
c* = 0.300 cal/gm-°K = 0.300 BTU/lb -°R 
p ' ' m 
k* = 2 .0 x 10" cal /cm-sec-°K 
= 1.3^2 x 10" 5 BTU/ft-sec-°R 
E = 3 0 kcal /mole 
j ^ 
W = 2 2 gm/gm-mole = 22 Ib / l b -mole 
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Engine: 
Chamber radius =1.0 ffc. 
Engine length - IG,0 ft, 
Grain length =8.0 ft. 
Case (IQ 
Nozzle area ratio - 11.65 
Chamber pressure = 39^ psia 
Q = 1053. BTU/lb (endöthermic) 
0^ = 2215. BTU/lb (exotheimic) 
f * m 
AL -V. -̂ . 
r ' s 0.507 cm/sec § p = U00 psia, T = 880°K 
Case (5) 
Nozzle area ratio = 11,65 
Chamber pressure ~ 397 psia 
jt 
Q = - 180.0 BTU/lb (exothermic) 
s m ' 
Q = y8l,8 BTU/lb (exotherm!c) 
r = 0.507 cm/sec @ p « 400 psia, T = 880°K 
Gase (6) 
Nozzle area ratio *= .11.1 
Engine length = 15.0 i t. 
Grain length = 13<0 ft. 
Chamber pressure = 1010 psia 
Q = - 180.0 BTU/lb (exothermic) 
s ' m 
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C = 98 I .8 BTU/lb (exothermic) 
f ' m y 
r = 1 cm/sec @ p = 1000 p s i a , T « 880°K 
' ' sur 
Gase (7) 
Nozzle area ratio - 11,65 
Chamber pressure = 397 psia 
Q* - - 207.0 BTU/lb (exothemic) 
s ' m ' 
Q* = 95^.8 BTU/lb (exothermic) f y ' m y 
,y, JJ SA 
r = 0.507 cm/sec @ p" = ̂ 00 psia, T = 880°K 
Case (8) 
Nozzle area ratio - 11.65 
Chamber pressure = 397 psia 
Q* = - 220.0 BTU/lb (exothermic) 
Q* = 9kl.Q BTU/lb (exothermic) 
r* = 0.507 cm/sec @ p* - lf00 psia, T* - 880UK 
/ *• -c s u r 
Case (9) 
Nozzle area ratio = 12.1 
Grain length = 8.5 ft. 
Chamber pressure = b00 psia 
Q = - 216.0 BTU/lb (exothermic) 
Q = 9^5.8 BTU/lb (exothemic) 
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SAMPLE CALCUIATION OF CÖMSTANTS IN COMBUSTION THEORY 
The following computation applies to Oase (k) of Appendix B 
where the heat release associated srith the surface reaction was assumed 
tö be 1,053 BTU/lb , endothe rmic. The Information below is assumed 
known from experimental data: 
r = 1,66? x 10" ft/s Sfcf: 
-X- •%• 
at p = ^00 psia, T = 1585°R 
sur 
Thi-s is in addition to: 
p* = 121.8 lb /ff3 
c =0.275 BTU/lü °R s ' m 
k = 8.06 x lcf^ BTU/ft-sec-°B 
E -20 kcal/mole s 
T - 5̂ 0°R 
es 
c =0.300 BTU/lb °R 
P ; m 
k" =1.3^2 X 10**P BTU/ft-sec-°E 
T- = i+500°R f 
E _ = 3 0 kcal /mole 
1.20 
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W* « 22 l'b /lb -mole 
m' rn 
* * 
Ihree Parameters (B , Q„, a) ) must be determined. j- ' r f con 
or 
„ „ -E /R T 
(1) r - B^ e Equation (3.3J 
„ „ +E /R T 
-> B^ = r e = 1.535 x 10 J ft/sec 
(2) Overall heat balance yields 
ö , = Q + c (T - T ) + c (T„ - T j 
± s s sur es p^ f sur 
= 2,215 BTU/lb 
(3) Integrated energy equation applied across Interface 
- öy J 0 U 3y -I ® 
T. | = - 2,r + Z0/r Equation (3.19) 
where 
2-, = Q, /c T 3 r s r /a y 1 s' s r ' r c 
12U 
2 " V * i l # 
K C i 
s p r s r 
P. 
# • * 
~E /R T i 
* 2 f' o f A _ , * , * * * * \ i 
uj - tu p e j y = (k / p c a L )* 
con c s ; ^s s r 
Now, ab s teady s t a t e 
T | A = (T - T )r y 0 sui1 es 
Rearranging Equation (3*19) 
or 
2 l V 0 r 1* / 
K T sur " T c s ) + \ ~*~* / c T s r 
k c_T 
f "\ / L * 
P r 
p a 
f i n a l l y , 
m con 
(T I + 
ur es 
f % \ "1 
\ "TT» ;J c  
s r 





p r p a ' s r 
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= 3.159 x 10 1b / f t ° - s e c 
uv 
i f L* = 10 f t , a * « 1,208 f t / s e c T* = 5^0°R 
* p.s -• li+.7 p s i a 
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APPENDIX D 
SOME COMMENTS ON TRIMCATION ERROR 
The basis for the explicit time Integration of the conservation 
equations in the region between two boundaries (see Chapter II) is a 
Taylor series expansion, truncated after the second order terra. Implied 
in this method, as with a,ny technique based on a second-order Taylor 
series (Lax-Wendroff, MaeCormack's)., is the assumption that all higher 
order terms can be neglected. This Is easily justifled when the flow 
field distributlons change slowly in time and space. If the distri-
butions change rapidly, then the truncated terms are negligible only 
when the increments In time and space are appropriately small. 
A rough estimate of the accuracy obtained. with the second-order 
Taylor series expansion in time used in the present study can be deter-
mined with an after-the-fact calculation. At a given point in space, 
the second order expansion is 
»1 = *o + PtJoAt + Ptt'o"2/2 ^ ^ 
where ( )-, -* t + At 
( ) - t • o 
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Of course, the actual value of p is given by 
3 
*i = *i+ pttt i0 V
+ • • • h - ° - t - (D-2) 
Using centered finite-differences for the indicated time derivatives, 
the values of both terms on the right-hand side of Equation (D.2) were 
computed for the pressure time-history at the head end of the Chamber 
shown in Figure 3̂ « The average value of the second term, i.e., the 
th 
truncation error, was found to be less than l/lOO of one percent of 
p . This is considered entirely acceptable. However, this level of 
accuracy represents only a necessary condition, and is not sufficient 
proof that the internal computation procedure is equally as precise. 
To determine the accuracy of the second-order Taylor series 
expansion of the coupled System of five equations in five unknowns 
would require a lengthy computation. As indicated in Chapter II, the 
conservation equations are manipulated so that the first and second 
time derivatives in Equations (2.2^) through (2.28) can be expressed 
In terms of spatial derivatives at the current value of time. Extend-
ing this proceedure to Include the third time derivatives becomes 
complex due to the coupling In the System. However, without writing 
out the third-order terms, a rough estimate of the possible truncation 
error assoclated with the spatial derivatives used In the second-order 
expansion can be made after-the-fact. The centered-difference expres-
sions for the first and second spatial derivatives at a mesh point m 
are given by 
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dp | _ m+1 m-1 
dx 'm 2Ax 
finite-difference 
(D.3) 
^2-n Pm+1 ' 2PTO
 + P-m 1 
1| | B JSi .-E—Järi (D.̂ ) 
dx Ax 
finite-difference 
It can easily be shown that the truncation error associated with these 
approximations are 
öp i ( m+1 m-1 \ Ax | > ^ 
_£. = _—___ _ __ p | + h.o.t. (D.5) 
ox 'm \ 2Ax / 6 ^xxx ;m \ ' * 
actual 
-N2 / p _ - 2p f p _ x . 2 
ill . f-JEÜ- J ^ U ä L . p I + h,o.t. (D. 6) , 2 'm \ . 2 7 12 ^xxxx 'm öx u Ax 
actual 
It is assumed here that the truncation error, or the second term on 
the right-hand side, can be calculated by eentered finite-differences 
from a spatial flow field predicted by the Computer program. Using this 
after-the-fact method, it was found that the truncation errors could be 
as much as five percent of the value of the finite-difference derivatives 
Equations (D.3) and (D.4), at certaln local points when the pressure 
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wave-form had attained large amplitudes. A more extensive calculation 
would be required to determine howr this local error affects the Inte-
gration of the System of equations. However, this order of magnitude 
estimate indicates the posslbility that the spatial mesh System should 
have included a greater number of grid points when disturbances reached 
large amplitudes in the engine flow field. 
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APJrMDIX E 
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Figure 15. Pressure-Time History at the Head End of the Combustion 
Chamber During the Ignition Transient For Gase (l) 
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Figure 16. Pressure Distributions in Pocket Engine Flow Field 
of Gase (l) as the Result of a Forty Percent 
Amplitude Shock Wave Dlsturbance 
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Figure 17. Pressure-Time History at the Head End of the 
Combustion Chaxa'ber as the Result of a Forty 
Percent .Amplitude Shock Wäve Disturbance on 











Figure 18. Instantaneous Mach Tlumber Distribution in Throat 
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Figure 19- Continuous Type Disturhance Added to the 
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Figure 20. Pressure-Txme History at the Head End of the Combustion 
Chamber as the Result of a Forty Percent Amplitude 
Contlnuous Disturbance Added to the Steady State Flow 
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.non-dimensional; 
'igure 21. Comparison (With and Without 10p, Particles, Ten Percent 
Weight Loading) of the Pressure-Time History at the Head 
End of the Combustion Chamber as the Result of a Forty 
Percent Amplitude Continuous Disturbance, Gase (2) 
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Figure 22. Propellant Surface Mass Flow Rate Due 
fcö a Ten Percent Amplitude Sinusoidal 
Pressure Oscillation at a Low Frequency 
(ui - 2TT) and a High Frequency (CD = -̂QTT) 
Pressure Disturbances 
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Figure 23. Comparison of Combustion Response to a Ten Percent Amplitude Square 
Wave Pressure Oscillation and a Sine Wave Pressure Oscillation at 
ti) = 2n 
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Figure 2h. Comparison of Combustion Response to a Ten Percent Amplitude Square 
Wave Pressure Cscillation and a Sine Wave Pressure Oscillation at 
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Figure 25. Combustion Response as a Function of Frequency for the 
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Figure 26. Combustion Response as a Function of Frequency for the 
Propellant System in Gase (k) [Q* = + 585 cal/gm] 
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'igure 27. Pressure-Time History at the Head End of the Combustion Chamber 
as the esult of a Forty Percent Amplitude Shoch Have Disturbance 
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Figure 28. Time History of Pressure and Propellant Mass Flow Rate at the 
Head End of the Combustion Chamber as the Result of a Forty 
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Figure 29. Time Hisotry of Pressure and Propellant Mass Flow Rate at the 
Head End of the Combustion Chamber as the Result of a Forty 
Percent Amplitude Shock Wave Disturbance on Case (6) 
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Figure 30. Oomrustion Response as a Function of Frequency 
for tbe Propellant System In Gase (?) 
[ü = -115 cal/gm] 
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Pressure-Time History at the Head End of the Combustion Chamber 
as the Eesult of a Forty Percent Amplitude Continuous Distur-



























Two-Parameter Response Function——__^ 
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Figure 32. Combustion Response as a Function of Frequency for the 
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Figure 33. Continuous Type Disturbances Added to the Steady State 
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Figure 3̂ -. Time History of Pressure and Propellant Mass Flow Rate at the 
Head End of the Combustion Chamber as the Result of a Twenty 
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Figure 35« Tirae History of Pressure and Propellant Mass 
Flow Rate at the Head End of the Combustion 
Chamber as the Result of a Forty Percent 
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Figure 36. Combustion Response to a Five Percent Amplitude Sinusoidal 
Pressure Oscillation at 0 = 10.0 for the Fropellant System 
In Gase (8) 
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Combustion Response to a Ten Percent Amplitude Sinusoida! 
Pressure Osci.llation at 0 - 10.0 for the Propellant System 
in Case (8) 
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Figure 38. Combustion Response to a Fifteen Percent Amplitude Sinusoidal 
Pressure Oscillation at 0 = 10.0 for the Propellant System in 
Gase (8) 
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Figure 39- Combustion Response to a Twenty Percent Amplitude Sinusoidal 
Pressure Oscillation at 0 = 10.0 for the Propellant System 
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Figure 1+0. Combustion Response to a Five Percent and a Six Percent 
Amplitude Sinusoidal Pressure Oscillation at 0 = 3-0 
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Figure ^1. Combustion Response to a Ten Percent Amplitute Slnusoidal 
Pressure Oscillation at Q = 3=0 for the Propeliant System 
in Oase (8) 
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Figure 42. Oombustion Response as a Function oi Frequency for the 
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Figure 43- Combustion Response to Varying Amplitude 
Sinusoidal Pressure Oscil lat ions at 0 -
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Figure kk. Expanded View of "Spike" in Propellant 
Burning Rate Occurring Between t - 3-20 
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Figure k7* Comnustion Response to a Ten Percent Amplitude Sinusoidal 
Pressure Osci l la t ion at Q =,5.5 for the Propellant System 
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Figure U-8, Time History of Pressure and Propellant Mass 
Flow Rate at the Head End of the Combustion 
Chamber as tne Result of a Ten Percent 
Amplitude Continuous Disturbance on the 
Steady State Flow Field of Gase (9) 
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